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I

n present times, change and managing change successfully has become a top priority for organizations, for
reasons such that organizations today live in a state of accelerated development and high turnover. Moreover, change occurs today within organizations given the industrial climate at an increasing and complex
rate. And it presents leadership as one of the biggest challenges facing their organizations. However, effective leadership strategy is coming to senses and it is continuously improving. And as we learn through our
contributors - Luc Galoppin (1), Gilbert Kruidenier (2), Natalie Phillips-Mason (3), Jasmine Kernaleguen
(4), Céline Schillinger (5), Ket Patel (6), Jason Little (7), Renee Blackman (8), Teresa Mitrovic (9), Dr Temre
Green (10), Pauline Melnyk (11), Dr Jen Frahm (12), Jillian Reilly (13), Mun-Wai Chung (14), Linda Y. Brewer
(15), Evan Leybourn (16), Pete Behrens (17) in this issue - organizations now are reducing their dependency on managers and insisting more on building leadership capabilities across their organizational system.
And this is with good intentions to bring the level of workforce engagement towards the organization’s vision and mission in order to make the right and effective change. The ability to deal with change requires
a leadership behavior that coincides with the work of the organization and is very frequently termed as
transformational leadership. The concept of transformational leadership has become a basic element within modern organizations today. In this issue, we pursue to highlight the level of adopting transformational leadership dimensions and its relationship with change management in organizations across the globe.
This issue provides insight into
the significance of transformational leadership as a panacea
to change management. This
edition was carefully curated by
our honorary guest editor Dr 1
7
6
3
4
2
5
Jen Frahm based on our current
need for organizations to introspect and learn about the role
that transformational leadership
plays within change management
across organizations. All the articles in this edition touch upon
12
13
8
10
11
9
different dimensions of transformational leadership - idealized
influence, inspirational motivation, intellectual stimulation,
and empowerment. And they
show the results of the positive
15
14
16
17
relationship and their effects on
change management. Happy
reading and learning!

Contributors

Manoj Khanna,
Managing Editor & Publisher
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Welcome!
W

hat an absolute joy and privilege it is to start the New Year by
reading these articles! They are
some of the most innovative and stimulating thinking available on a topic that
will continue to be an overriding theme
in 2022 and beyond. I do hope you enjoy
it as much as I have enjoyed curating it!
When Evan approached me to be
the Guest Editor of Emergence, I was—
obviously—excited by the opportunity,
and conscious of the privilege and power
of the role. I was also conscious of my
exhaustion levels following 2021. If I was
going to spend time over December and
January on this work, it needed to be energizing, inspiring, and instructive.
And so, the theme was born: What
might we change about the way we initiate,
lead, deliver, and receive change?
There was, however, an inner voice
saying: “Yeah, but are we going to get
anything that is new and novel? Are we
going to get something that I haven’t seen
written and repurposed over a dozen
times? Something that the big names
of the change and agility space haven’t
already spoken about?” So, I pushed it
further with Evan. “Let’s make it Change
Squared—not just about having change
as the topic, but a “changing of the guard”
of who we normally hear from. Let’s aim
for balance in the authorship and seek
out stories from people who don’t have
established platforms, whose voice may
not normally be heard, who are diverse
in thought and in background.”

I recall Aubrey Blanche, then Global
Head of Diversity and Inclusion at Atlassian, talking about her collaborations
with Textio at Agile Australia. She said
you will have better recruiting outcomes
if you explicitly name the URMs (underrepresented minorities). We called
for contributors on LinkedIn with an
explicit invitation to URMs. The initial
post had 5,440 views, the follow-up
post 3,500 views, and I also shared
across Twitter, Facebook, and my email
newsletter. We got 32 submissions total
and, after much deliberation, we chose
16 contributors based on potential for
frontier thinking about change. After
the final edits were done, we conducted
a demographic poll to understand the
extent of diversity in our authors, with
14 of the 17 authors responding.
At first glance, it is not a significantly
diverse authorship—albeit the balance
has tipped towards a majority of female
authorship. This illustrates a paradoxical
limitation of using existing networks to
seek new voices: When we create calls
for diverse voices within established
communities, the diversity we uncover
will still, in some way, reflect ourselves
and our own voices. Even so, I’m overjoyed at how this issue has showcased
new voices and formats in how stories
are shared, so I think this has been
instructive in the speed of change you
can expect in the space of diversity and
inclusion. The process followed did
increase white female participation,
and, thus, introduced new voices to the
readership.
I would classify the articles as falling
into three themes with probably some
overlap between them (where’s my Venn
diagram?).
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Frontier Thinking
There’s those that are clearly frontier
thinking—testing new and unexplored
areas in change. Luc Galoppin will delight you with his tale of neighborhoods
and anthropologists and how that changes how we do change.
Ket Patel introduces us to the idea
of preventative change capability at a
school level, ensuring adults come into
the workforce already change-ready.
With the movement to include positive
psychology in primary schools and agile
in education, this could be an exciting
extension.
Gilbert Kruidenier challenges us to
rethink how we engage change practitioners, and this has obvious parallels to
the agile community. For those thinking
of new engagements this year, you may
find some very interesting considerations.
Temre Green introduces us to new
research on the importance of change
management with organizational mental health and what this means for our
practice, challenging many readers, as
a result. As a follow up to this, Pauline
Melynk introduces us to restorative and
integrative practice in change which perhaps provides the antidote to the issues
Green raises.
New Perspectives
You’re going to see new perspectives on
change with a wonderful interview with
an Australian Aboriginal leader, Renee
Blackman, to understand her perspective on what we learn from Indigenous wisdom on change. I’d hope this
prompts similar inquiries in the country
you are reading this from.
Just when you think organizational
culture has no new life in it, Celine Schillinger comes forward with a piece on
how the way we do change can reinforce
the culture and prevent change asbestos.
Many of you are familiar with psychological safety, I’m grateful to Teresa
Mitrovic for extending our thinking and
application of the concept with a pragmatic interweaving of trust, psychological safety, and performance.
4

Off the back of 40 leader interviews,
Linda Brewer brings us some very interesting findings and surprises in what
changes are going forward for the Board
and Executive teams.
In a poignant personal account,
Pete Behrens asks us to consider change
through the perspective of continuity.
And then there are our Challengers:
Jason Little not surprisingly challenges
us on the very question that frames this
edition and shares terrific insights on his
personal learning journey.
Evan Leybourn provides a cheeky
metaphorical provocation for you to consider (one sugar, please!).
Mun-Wei Chung takes a swing at
the sacred cow—the “Stand-Up”—and
challenges us on how to change the way
we work through experimentation and
wonder.
Natalie Phillips-Mason prompts
an open and honest conversation with
change leaders on what is ahead and how
to change their approach for the best
impact.
And we have two poets in this edition—Jasmin Kernaleguen and Jillian
Reilly—that both use creativity in their
provocations. I invite you to consider how
this different form of expression makes
challenging people easier and less threatening.
Dear reader, I do hope you enjoy,
and I do hope that you, indeed, find this
energizing, inspiring, and instructive.

Jen Frahm
Guest Editor

Curious about how we went about diversity
curation? Turn to page 22 to see!
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Things We Can
Learn from
Neighborhoods
From my comfort zone
straight to yours

Luc Galoppin

F

our years ago, I had the privilege
of diving into the social fabric of
neighborhoods— the official label
being ‘neighborhood development.’
Equipped with my toolbox of Organizational Change Management (OCM)
techniques and sweaty palms, it quickly
dawned on me that residents and users
of neighborhoods are not on anyone’s
payroll or reporting line. That insight
alone invalidated more than half of the
techniques in my toolbox.

In the same way that fish are not
aware of the water they swim in, I had
become unaware of OCM techniques
that presume a hierarchical position, or
power, in some way to work. In spite of
this, the key ingredients and the objectives of neighborhood development are
comparable to those of OCM. We know
for a fact that bonding within and across
teams makes organizations productive
and people resilient to changes. The
same is true for neighborhoods.
In her 1961 book The Death and
Life of Great American Cities, Jane Jacobs
argued that where cities are configured
to maximize informal contact among
neighbors, the streets are safer, children
are better taken care of, and people are
happier with their surroundings. To her,
‘Social Capital’— the connections among
individuals and the norms of reciprocity and legitimacy that arise from
them— is what most differentiated the
safe and organized cities from the unsafe and disorganized ones..

So, there I am, looking at my
half-empty toolbox and the only thing I
could think was “Same, but different...but
how?” With the help of anthropologists
and sociologists, I quickly learned to slow
down, walk around, and address people
in a different way than what I was used to.
“A neighbor is an individual with collective
possibilities,” they told me. That single
quote was the trigger to explore the cool
stuff they had been doing while I was
busy making OCM plans.
For instance, sociologists value the
importance of weak ties across different groups (‘bridging social capital’) to
complement strong in-group loyalty
(‘bonding social capital’). On the other
hand, anthropologists know a great deal
about the quality of physical spaces and
how it influences our sense of belonging.
Our sense of well-being turns out to be
highly dependent on how we experience
the balance between our own private
space, the public space, and the so-called
parochial space, i.e.: when we feel safe in
a public space among acquaintances and
neighbors.
With all those new insights, I started
carving out some ‘Reverse Learnings’ that
I could take back to my OCM practice.
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1. DESIGN FOR SENSEMAKING
(HOW WE INITIATE)

2. FOCUS ON WHAT’S STRONG, NOT
WHAT’S WRONG (HOW WE LEAD)

We developed a tool called ‘the neighborhood scan’ which looks like a giant compass on the floor. It maps the strengths of
a neighborhood in four cardinal directions: its people, its accesses, its spaces,
and its activities. Each direction is then
refined resulting in a total of 12 dimensions. I often described the neighborhood
scan as a picture of the neighborhood
in 12 different colors and said, “Look
through those glasses and you’ll see things
differently.”

There is power within language. When a
city asks for a neighborhood scan, they
usually select a problematic neighborhood
that is doing poorly in the welfare statistics. It could be poverty, crime, vandalism,
or hard-to-reach groups. But when we
hear the terms ‘hard-to-reach groups’ are
we, in actuality, meaning ‘seldom listened to
people?’

It then takes a few weeks of walking around in that neighborhood and
talking to residents and users before we
invite them and display their ‘selfie’ on
the canvas. We walk past each of the 12
dimensions and discuss the score that we
obtained from our interviews.
People agree, disagree, justify, refute,
or bring extra nuance. Without us noticing, a process of sense-making has
started: different opinions assemble into
a story. The diagnosis has turned into an
intervention because that story becomes
‘their’ story as soon as a group decides to
act on it— note that ‘actions’ can be small
and big. Sometimes an official budget is
requested to build something, but, on
other occasions, people decide that they
will stop by a certain place the next time
they walk on by. The point is that when
people say something during the discussion, they create rather than describe a
situation. I must admit that it was with the
benefit of hindsight that we discovered
the key success factor of our technique:
we designed it in such a way that people can satisfy the most basic of human
needs, those being feelings of order, clarity, and rationality.

6

This is just one example of the change
of perspective that is offered by ABCD,
which stands for ‘Asset Based Community
Development.’ They start with Neighborhood Capacity Mapping, i.e.: looking for
capacities and assets in place of doing
a needs-analysis. Instead of labeling a
community based on first impressions, we
look for gifts from individuals, associations, local institutions, strengths of public
spaces, etc. How refreshing and radically
different as opposed to if we started with a
needs analysis.
It is a law of nature that everything we
give attention to, will grow. Practitioners
who are results-driven tend to focus laser-sharp on the problem that their clients
throw in front of them. There is very little
oxygen left to think about other possibilities when a briefing revolves solely around
poverty, crime, and vandalism. Tools like
Capacity Mapping offer a structure to get
out of this stranglehold.
Focusing on the problem, I learned,
makes me blind to the underutilized
potential of a community. We fail to see
all the gifts and strengths of neighbors,
associations, local businesses, spaces, and
stories that are already present.
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3. ONLY EXTREME VULNERABILITY
IS GOOD ENOUGH
(HOW WE DELIVER)

4. EMPOWERMENT HAS A SCRIPT
(HOW WE RECEIVE)

The former racing driver Mario Andretti
allegedly said that “If everything seems under control, you’re just not going fast enough.”
I keep thinking of that quote whenever I
evaluate our tools and our interventions.
The time we spend in neighborhoods
when we perform a scan is very short so
we must make the best of it. Andretti’s
quote pushes me to ask; “Are we taking
enough risk?”, or even, “Are we being vulnerable enough?”

Finally, there is the simple and powerful art of asking. Working with officials
of cities and towns, I have learned how
eager and well-intentioned they are on
offering their services to their residents.
We learn that this often turns residents
into consumers who happily accept
whatever is offered. The next thing you
know, we’re calling them complacent.
But we did not ask them in the first place
how they can contribute to their own
neighborhood.

Whenever our ego gets in the way, we
push for solutions that make us look good
but that mean very little to a neighborhood. In the end, we want residents and
users to remember, talk about, and pick
up the results of a neighborhood scan.
Ultimately, we want neighbors to take
ownership. It’s the only measure of success. Cormac Russell, a prominent ABCD
practitioner, is acutely aware of this as he
contrasts four different kinds of change:
•

TO – Change is decided without
us to be done to us.

•

FOR – Change is chosen for us to
be then provided for us.

•

WITH – Change is consulted
with us on what to do with us.

•

BY – Change is done by us, for us

In all its simplicity, the TO-FORWITH-BY distinction is a very powerful
temperature check to see where we are
on the ladder of participation. ABCD tells
us that we can expand the WITH and
BY spaces by tapping into the gifts and
the strengths of individuals, teams, and
communities.
Neighbors are not on our payroll, so
there are no shortcuts here. If we are not
authentic, transparent, and open to their
doubts and fears, they will just not show
up. The most difficult part is that some
doubts are well-founded and have no
easy answer, so all we can do is appreciate
that the doubt was made public.

I have learned to ask the following
questions in this exact order:
•

What can residents do by themselves?

•

What can residents do with the
help of others?

•

What are the things that they
cannot do by themselves?

The one thing worth repeating
is that the order of addressing these
questions is extremely important. When
I think about the number of times that
I messed up the order and went into
presentation mode when I could have
engaged in the above inquiry, it makes
me feel a bit sad to think about the lost
opportunities for empowerment.

REVERSE LEARNINGS
Sociologists and anthropologists are fun
people to hang out with. I remember the
way we would fill out bingo cards with
local sayings to see if our sample data
was saturated (even when all the demographic boxes were ticked)…
“Ummm, we’re still missing a bingo
on ‘those arrogant cyclists’ or ‘those schools
are a wall of noise each afternoon’, so let’s
do another walk and meet some more
people.”
On a serious note, the bingo anecdote reveals that there is something vastly different in how anthropologists and
sociologists approach a situation. Where
I immediately seek to solve, they seek
to understand. It’s liberating to discover
that it is possible to approach a situation free from the pressure of getting a
solution. Like opening a book and being
drawn into the story instead of jumping
to the last pages so we can shout out “I
know who did it!” Therefore, the reverse
learnings from neighborhood development are more than new techniques for
my toolbox. Rather, they are an extra
pair of eyes watching over me to see if
I’m doing the right things:

•

Am I creating opportunities for
people to shape meaning and
understanding as we go?

•

Do I have the courage to focus
on what’s strong when everybody in the room is drawn to
what’s wrong?

•

Would people still show up if
they were not on the payroll?
If not, how can we expand the
room for ‘done with’ and ‘done
by’?

•

Are we activating people, or are
they merely the audience for
our show?

The deep dive into neighborhood
development made me realize that a
good practitioner slows down, walks
around, looks for strengths, and is humble enough to hand over the authorship of the change to the real owners.
In OCM, we still call them ‘targets’ and
language is action. So, let’s get back to
where we started: A neighbor is an individual with collective possibilities. It’s foremost
a reminder that we are working with
human beings in the first place, not targets, not subordinates, not numbers on a
payroll. Humans. Always.

Luc Galoppin
is a Belgium-based organizational
change practitioner. For the past 20
years, he has gathered extensive experience in project governance, execution,
and community management (online
and offline) across various industries.
Organizations are communities to develop, not machines to fix, according to
Luc’s philosophy.
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A New Deal
for Change
Engagements
Gilbert Kruidenier

I

n the last half of 2019, I found myself in a funk reflecting on what the
Change profession had become and
how we could reinvent ourselves back to
relevance. Then, of course, the pandemic happened. Considering that no one
could have foreseen the tragic course
of events and unimaginable grief that
would follow, I hope I can be forgiven
for thinking right then and there that
this was the biggest thing to happen for
the profession since the introduction
of Lewin’s Unfreeze-Change-Refreeze
Model in 1951 (however misinterpreted1).
Surely this was our moment to shine, to
lead by example and use all our Change
skills to do good and make the best of
what quickly became a terrible situation.

Unfortunately, I saw the exact opposite happen. During all the chaos and
mayhem, the global Change profession
was suspiciously quiet. Oh, there was
no shortage of well-intended posts and
articles on any range of ‘how to make
sense of it all’ topics that did absolutely
nothing for our clients who were out
of breath, out of ideas, and out of their
depth. At first I thought this was a symptom of myself and my colleagues being
trapped in our little Melbourne bubble,
but the farther I looked, the less action
I found. The big thinkers among my
Australian, European, UK, Canadian, US,
and Asian connections all told me they’d
decided to focus on their closest network
circles and clients, and who can really
blame them?
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WHAT GOT US HERE
WON’T GET US THERE

NOT QUITE AS ADVERTISED

It felt like all but the very best practitioners had gone in hiding, keeping their
heads down online and waiting for the
storm to pass. And pass it did. Two years
and a Great Resignation hype2 later, and
we’re now picking up the pieces, reimagining the ways we work, and counting our
lucky stars that we’re still around to help
with the rebuild. The Australian Bureau
of Statistics confirms3 that professionals
got the better end of a very unpleasant
deal, and I don’t think Change/Agile
professionals are even on the top-50 list
of most pandemic-impacted roles. Yet,
every other conversation I had was about
mortgages needing paying, the market
being lean, and clients not having time
for “real change”.

To know what to run away from, we
need to take a quick look at what’s generally on offer. Google “change management jobs” (or Agile/Scrum Coach)
in your area and go over 15-20 listings.
You’ll soon be convinced that all the job
ads are written by a single overworked
and uninspired recruiter stating that:

I found it equally depressing and
frustrating. Here was the scenario that
gave us every opportunity to do our best
work, and what did we do? What most of
us always did: play it safe. It felt like the
Death of Expertise4 was happening right
in front of me. Not only did the pandemic show us the true quality (or the lack
thereof) of many practitioners, it also
highlighted the absolute bankruptcy of
the client engagement model we agree to
work within.
There was never a better time to
renegotiate the deal, so let’s have a look at
how that might work.

10

•
•
•
•
•

Change happens in increments
of three months;
Rates are ‘very competitive’;
All projects are
transformational;
Everyone is a ‘leading business’
in their own right; and
If you have three months to
40 years of experience (extra points if you have a shiny
certificate), you’re the perfect
candidate!

And most of us say: “When do I
start?”
Of course, you only later find out
that things are not quite as advertised.
That Digital Transformation is really
just an IT-system Change and that a
series of Sprints soon feels more like an
uphill, barefoot ultra-marathon. You’re
the heroic individual expected to affect
that long-overdue Change, while also
doing the job of project manager, comms person, coach, trainer, and psychotherapist. Did we mention that your
scope and timeframes will change while
your budget is more of a suggestion
than a fixed number? No? Sorry!
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Does that all sound familiar? Fool
me once, shame on you; fool me twice
and all that.
The whole “don’t ask, don’t tell, get
paid,” engagement model has taken its
toll on many of my friends and respected colleagues. It is beyond worrying.
Research by the Adecco Group (Burnout Might Be The New Worker Pandemic,
2021) across 25 countries will back me
up when I say burnout rates are exceptionally high in the Change/Agile/
Transformation professions. I hear far
too many stories about drinking, eating,
or working too much, relationship and
mental health issues, and some of the
greatest minds in the profession are
switching to silent mode because they
just can’t cope anymore. What in the
name of everything that is good are we
doing to ourselves? And for what?

THE NEW DEAL
The pandemic has shown us that we humans and our businesses can change if we
need to. And change we did! Let’s just not
make the mistake of thinking that surviving pandemic circumstances means that
everything else is now easy by comparison. We know you can help people and
businesses through Change, but you can’t
do it for them. However, you can lead by
example by making different choices
about how you engage and present your
professional self.
1.

Negotiate shorter and open-ended
contracts

Taking a fixed-term contract offers a
(false) sense of job security. It also removes a lot of the project’s sense of
urgency, ultimately leading to unnecessary extensions and deliverables being
delayed for no good reason. Challenge
yourself and the client/organization to
make the most of your everyday engagement. Job done? Good. Now, on to the
next adventure to do an even better job!
2.

Experiment with new pricing
strategies

No matter where you go in the world, the
deal on offer is almost always a variant
of: you provide expertise, we pay you as
little as possible for a fixed term because
we have the job/pay you want. What if we
changed that dynamic by offering things
like Pay-What-You-Want5, a retainer
model, or a lump sum approach? Our
work is very suited to these models, and
I personally get very good results when I
apply them. I will admit, it’s not for every
client or organization, and that tells you
something about them too. The negotiation becomes a conversation where
you can hear the conventional pricing
gears in their heads screech to a halt.
Finally we’re really talking! Some flat-out
refuse to entertain these models, some
are intrigued, and some will give it a go.
If you’re capable of quick turn-around
times, you can make good money and
have more time for other things.
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3.

Focus on delivery

Strategy matters, but delivery matters
more. If you are as professional as your
profile would have me believe, show me
the impact of your work. Everyone can
write a strategic plan, but a much smaller group can successfully deliver it as
planned. That’s the group you’ll want to be
in.
4.

Speak uncomfortable truths

Yeah, yeah, of course we all do this, all the
time, every meeting… in our heads. Not in
real life, of course! Goodness me, what if
the client gets upset? Well, so what if they
do?That’s where you earn your daily rate.
If unpleasant truths offend them, head for
the nearest exit. You’re wasting your time
and you will not succeed. Go. Now!
5.
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Only say yes to roles that report 		
to the CEO or their direct reports

Making Change happen is hard enough
without multiple layers, endless meetings,
and tangles of red tape. If you’re not reporting progress to executives, the Change
is not important and you should be doing
better things with your time.
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Educate yourself outside the 		
profession

Skills maintenance should be one of
your highest priorities in our fast moving
profession. Complete that micro-credential, sign up for a workshop or two, read
anything you can get your hands on, and,
not just in your own field, but anything that
gets you thinking! If it offends or upsets
you, even better. Join events (online or in
person, if you’re lucky), engage in discussions, share your ideas in the community,
and accept their feedback. If you’re not a
life-long learner, you’re not doing yourself
any favours.
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Why it Matters; https://www.goodreads.com/book/
show/26720949-the-death-of-expertise
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en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pay_what_you_want

Gilbert Kruidenier

Stop with the
superhero-complex!

If the role description reads like a Marvel superhero bio, don’t take the job. The
client’s expectations are likely too high,
unrealistic, and misguided. If the money is
really good, definitely don’t take the job. No
money in the world is worth your mental
health and relationships, and both will suffer from taking on these kinds of roles.
12

In this article, I used engagement
in the more traditional sense, but of
course the same applies to speaking
gigs, crisis management, strategy days,
event facilitation, and other short-term
work. Only when you value your skills
and abilities will clients value you in
equal measure. You owe it to yourself
and the profession as a whole to set the
highest standard and best example for
others to follow.

thinks it’s weird to speak about himself in
the third person and prefers if others do the
talking while he gets on with connecting
strategic dots and convincing the elephant in
the room that it’s a safe space for all and that
she can say what she thinks too. He divides
his time between advising organisations and
boards on change, communication and governance and rescuing animals from people and
people from themselves.
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Leave Your Ego
at the Door
An open letter to sponsors,
leaders and project teams
(past, present and future)

H

ello, thanks for making the time
to catch up, because there’s an
important conversation we need
to have.
We’re going to talk about ego—a person’s sense of self-esteem or self-importance. We all have one: It’s how we create
our sense of self. In the workplace,
however, ego can be a road blocker to
successful change programs. It causes
narrow-mindedness when it comes to
listening to the workforce, it can stop us
building teams with diversity of thought,
and it assumes the individual is greater
than the whole.
My role as Organizational Change
Manager is to facilitate the transition
from one way of working to another,
based on a business case that you have
constructed, calling out the ‘why’ of
change, as well as the expected benefits. We support programs that are a
response to external competitive pressures. Our customers’ needs are changing and we need to operate more efficiently with the resources we have.
My role includes navigating landscapes peppered with layers of stakeholders, all of varying experience,
seniority, and egos. For us to perform
our role successfully, we need to see the
organization’s interconnecting parts.
This means translating your change into
a palatable and genuine narrative, looking beyond functional (invisible) silos,
and placing ourselves in the (metaphorical) shoes of our impacted workforce,
suppliers, and partners. Only then can
we identify the impacts sitting beneath
the surface.

Change Managers should be impartial, compassionate, and practical.
Sure, we have egos. In my experience,
the most successful change programs
occur when the ‘collective’ (sponsors, the
leadership team, and the project team)
approach an initiative with an open
mind and ensure everyone has a voice.
Respect for the skill set that each role
brings to the table is key to our success.
I have worked with project teams
who are so fixated on a deadline that
they dismiss—or block—voices that
raise genuine people-risks. at the risk of
jeopardising deadlines. Unfortunately,
this is to the detriment of the project’s
return on investment. The reality is that
timeframes and quality will always slip
if we can’t take the time to listen to our
business. And here’s that ego concept
again. Change Managers should be the
first to recognise that we don’t have all
the answers. We need to validate our
assumptions and our observations. And
we need to lean into the information that
comes back, even when we don’t want to
hear it. This is the central tenet of stakeholder management: To identify, listen,
and apply feedback to course correct as
needed. It’s what you pay us to do.
The beauty of having access to a
Change Manager is that it’s their job to
decipher that feedback, provide options for architecting the change, and
ultimately pave the way for a successful
transition from today to tomorrow. The
best Change Managers do this by engaging with the people who will have to
carry those changes in their daily jobs.
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We are in a time of ‘radical uncertainty’. As the complexity of implementing
change has increased globally, so have the
needs of our workforce. Gone are the days
where a small number of decision-makers
can govern without widespread impacts.
Our organizational change programs are
impacting more people, more often and
faster than ever before. There is also a requirement to balance the pace of change
with inclusion, especially in complex
landscapes.
I recently attended a virtual summit during which Darryl Conner talked
about executing change during radical
uncertainty1. He described it as a time
during which we are ‘running up the
down escalator’. Implementations have
become more complex and the shelf-life
of decisions is shorter. Conner presented
the modern change continuum of simple
problem-solving (few variables), to the
highly complex problem-solving challenge with numerous variables,
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multiple dependencies, and greater
impacts. Most organizations, including
ours, are responding to complex problems. Organizations are simply trying to
keep up with change, let alone get ahead
of the curve.
Organizations are facing the constant prioritisation trade-off between
survival, operational excellence, and
growth.
Officeworks is a poignant example
of an organization that is driving strategic growth while meeting customer
needs during a global pandemic. When
lockdowns hit in Australia, Officeworks
became an essential service as quickly
as the restrictions commenced. The past
two years have challenged the Officeworks team to prioritise Team Member and Customer safety, solving for
global supply chain, and merchandise
challenges, while trying to meet unanticipated demands for remote working
and remote learning. The Officeworks
leadership team were tasked with:
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Supporting Team Members to feel
safe at work;
Sourcing products to meet demand and maintain supplier relationships;
Maintaining operations for the
167-strong store network;
Maintaining operations at the
national Customer Fulfilment
Centres to meet the fluctuating
demand for product;
Scaling up to manage customer
enquiries;
Strengthening the digital channel
to respond to the shift to online
shopping;
Proactively managing customer
communications; and
Continuing to support local communities.

This is a great example of Conner’s ‘complex problem solving’: Multiple variables, numerous stakeholders
(workforce, customers, suppliers, and
shareholders) and widespread impacts
for every decision. What became incredibly important was the ability to listen
to the workforce. This principle remains
central to effective change adoption.
Ego is not a friend to change theory or
agile thinking. If we turn to founding
and modern change influencers, it’s not
difficult to see how egocentricity can create roadblocks to change success. John
P Kotter’s formative Eight Step Change
Model includes the creation of a ‘guiding
coalition’2. The ability to create a coalition rests on the belief that multiple
perspectives will enhance the solution
and accelerate change adoption. The
guiding coalition is the necessary foundation to building solid change allyship,
which will dissipate in the presence of
too much ego.
At the heart of the Agile Manifesto
are teams that are self-managed, empowered to make decisions, and aligned
to a shared goal (i.e. the Customer). Individual motivation and respecting the
perspectives of both business and developers is essential to the methodology3.
The ability to scale up, make decisions
quickly, and in unison, requires individual egos to take a back seat. Preferably

way back. Maintaining a focus on the
customer, by default, requires an Agile team to prioritize the Customer’s
requests over their own views. Collaboration comes to life authentically when
input is welcomed and conflict is managed with respect. Venturing beyond
the team’s ‘invisible forcefield’ is seen
as necessary to validate impacts. Egocentricity is replaced by an openness to
listen.
As for Prosci’s Change methodology4—a model of Awareness, Desire,
Knowledge, Ability, and Reinforcement—you won’t get too far past Desire
if you haven’t taken the time to listen to
your workforce. People who don’t feel
listened to, or who have not been given
a share of voice in the change journey,
are less likely to engage in the remainder of the change process. Returns on
investment will not be achieved if those
expected to adopt new ways of working
do not feel heard.
And yet, Change practitioners continue
to fight the same decades-long battles. It
is common to hear: “I don’t see what value change management can add”, “What
do Change Managers know about our
business?”, or “We’ve managed successfully without a change team and we’ve
done okay ‘til now.”
Here’s the thing: We may not know
the intricacies of your business. Perhaps we are newer to the team. And we
may not be subject matter experts in a
particular industry. But we know what
good change looks like, and we have
tried and tested methods to help uncover risks where your programs may
become unhinged. What we bring to the
table is the luxury of objectivity because
our priority is to act as custodians of
impacted teams. To a Change Manager,
the internal workforce is possibly the
most important key stakeholder in the
organization.
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The playing field is slowly leveling
between employer and employee. The
Great Resignation5 (or the #greatreshuffle), has sparked new discussions on what
employees are looking for in the workplace. Employees are feeling disconnected and exhausted, and a higher percentage would turn down a promotion in
favour of their mental health and wellbeing6. Creating a workplace that values
belonging, flexibility, and employees’
authentic selves, requires compassionate
leadership. Job ad rates are high and the
search for talent is highly competitive.
Job seekers are becoming clearer about
the workplace they want to be a part of
and what they will no longer tolerate.

Now, more than ever, is the time
to listen to our business and protect
the integrity of their employee experience. The experience we create for our
workforce during change programs can
directly impact their perception of value
and inclusion. In an era of global skill
shortages, it would be wise to see the link
between employee change experience
and an organization’s EVP.

Employees are raising their voices in
the areas of inclusion and diversity. They
expect organizations to elevate their
social corporate responsibilities. Leaders
who act with purpose in the arenas of
sustainability and neurodivergence will
elevate their Employer Brands. There is
a groundswell of voices who recognise
that organizations need people who think
differently to solve problems differently.
Employee belonging, inclusion, and flexibility play significantly in the Employer
Value Proposition (EVP), which in turn
helps to cut through through the competitiveness of the talent market.

The ability to leave our egos at the
door is the last frontier to authentic agility and change success.

So the next time your Change
Manager suggests a new perspective or
brings feedback to the team that may
shift the course, I implore you to listen.
Your business and your workforce will be
better for it.

I look forward to working with you
in 2022.
Signed,

Natalie Phillips-Mason
REFERENCES
1 Conner, D. (2020, July) Presented at the
ACMP Lead Change Global 2020 Summit
2. Kotter, J., 2012. Leading Change. Boston,
MA.: Harvard Business Review Press.

Natalie Phillips-Mason
is entering her 26th year practising organisational change management. Natalie is tertiary qualified in Psychology and Marketing,
with a career in Big 4 consultancies and as a
freelance consultant. Natalie is currently the
Head of Change at Officeworks, one of Australia’s most loved and iconic retail brands.
Natalie’s team support the implementation
of strategic programs and are focussed
on building enterprise change capability.
Natalie’s approach to change management
is grounded in applying relevant, fit-forpurpose change methods to create genuine
change allyship and adoption.
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3. Scaled Agile (n.d.) SAFe for Teams.
https://www.scaledagileframework.com/agile-teams/
4. Prosci. (n.d.) The Prosci Methodology.
https://www.prosci.com/resources/articles/
prosci-methodology
5. Klotz, A. (2020)
6. pwc. (2021, Oct) Future of Work, https://
www.pwc.com.au/important-problems/
future-of-work-design-for-the-future/whatworkers-want-winning-the-war-for-talent.
html
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The Choice to Lead
I’m watching work
People on repeat

Jasmine Kernaleguen

All Choices
People are leaving
Leaders lost
We treated humans like cogs
They
Who didn’t know
Who shouldn’t think
Who couldn’t decide

So many empty seats
When we can no longer fill them
What happens?
Escalate...Cajole…Coerce...Command?
I see a slow steady arrival of crisis
A sneaky surprise like sly hounds appear
A stunning shake when we’ve been asleep
Stealthy, like an adept pounce on prey
Threatening survival
Then it seems in a snap
There’s a STOP, no people
No access, no SOS
I’m in a box glued shut
There’s a silent thud in my stomach
Tension like a taut guitar string
Helpless, surrounded by nothing
Lifeless power, convention, dumbstruck
When work screeches to a silent halt
Slowly suddenly
Then will leaders hear the whispers of today
Through the deafening stillness

In the quiet frozen future
Us
Will we see
Will we hear
Will we feel
Not the, “They” Great Resignation
But the massive beacon signalling
The iceberg
The crisis of “Us”
Of Leadership, of void.
The silent screams
That Today could be different
That we could evolve and be today
People and places
Where humans want to work
And bring their best.
Therein lies the Choice.

Jasmine Kernaleguen
is a leadership reinventor on a mission to redefine
leader performance: to create healthy environments where people thrive, unleash their potential
and actually want to work. She is Co-Founder of
consultancy Vibrancy, and Co-Founder of Rhythmic Leader Science, a consultancy and technology
company known for connecting psychology, physiology, and neuroscience, helping organizations
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innovate people performance, to power success.
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SAME OLD CHANGE?
Why many change initiatives actually
perpetuate an organization’s culture,
and what to do about change asbestos
`

Celine Schillinger

T

he winds of change had begun to
blow. A senior executive of note
had just been appointed CEO,
after a short year as head of the company’s business operations. He seemed
to be the right person for the job: in his
early forties, a graduate of a prestigious
school, multilingual and dynamic, and
with a successful track record acquired
elsewhere in the industry. This high-tech
sector was undergoing profound change
thanks to the consumers’ center of
gravity shifting to Asia, the emergence of
new competitors, and changes in R&D
models. The company had once been
cutting-edge: born in Europe a hundred
years earlier, it had grown to rely on
over ten thousand employees and several industrial sites around the world. But
that growth had dulled its edge, and it
now lacked agility. The pace of internal
change was slow, its production performance was mediocre at best, and its
pipeline of new products rather dry. The
ambitions of the long-tenured barons
eyeing the top job had been dashed by
the arrival of this young outsider. He was
now in place and eager to change things.
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The new CEO met with the main internal stakeholders during a tour where he
made sure to present himself in the best
light. After praising the ongoing change efforts, he reorganized the leadership team,
getting down to business by instigating
the creation of “key impulse initiatives”
based upon a model used in his previous
roles. Each initiative focused on a specific
issue that he felt was a priority and was
intended to solve problems while leading
the company into broader change. A small
group got to work on the overarching design: mainly the Head of HR and the CEO
Office members–bright junior executives
working long hours. The Communications
department was enlisted. It turned out that
there was about one initiative per major
corporate function (R&D, production,
sales, etc.), but that was perhaps a coincidence.
A few weeks later, everything was ready.
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The Executive Committee was the
first to receive the plan. Then the cascade
began.
Key Impulse Initiatives (or KIIs as
they would soon be referred to) appeared
on the intranet, in corporate PowerPoint
templates, and in team meeting rituals.
People became familiar with their visual
identity, their structure, and their prominence, before even understanding what
they were really about. Executives from
various departments, chosen by HR for
their “high potential” status, had been
selected to lead each of the initiatives.
None had dared to say no. In a competitive workplace, an opportunity for visibility can only be turned down at one’s own
peril. Functional senior leaders showed
their allegiance by assuming sponsorship
of the initiative related to their scope…
and why wouldn’t they? It was a role that
didn’t require much of them, other than
freeing up time in their calendar to hear
progress updates from KII leads and
provide their opinions. The international
working groups went to work, and were
then only heard from occasionally. They
reported updates to the higher-ups. They
shared their progress more broadly upon
the quarterly Town Halls. Some of their
recommendations got adopted, others
weren’t. When the work was completed,
KII leaders rejoiced – they could now refocus on the tasks directly related to their
respective roles.
Believing they initiated change, the
CEO and his close advisers were (like
many others) merely replicating the most
common and traditional ways of doing
business in this company: from top to
bottom, from a small group to the many,
disconnected from most of the staff, using
a rational approach focusing on analysis
and structure. This approach rested on a
number of misleading, yet still extremely common ideas. So common, in fact,
that they are quasi-invisible, unnoticed
as patterns, seemingly un-challengeable.
Speaking about the inability of companies to retain and develop women as effectively as men, Avivah Wittenberg-Cox
once came up with the concept of gender
asbestos: “It’s hidden in the walls, cultures,
and mindsets of many organizations”.
Our CEO story exposes the change asbestos we face as well. What are the thought
patterns we fail to see?
FEBRUARY 2022

•

Pyramidal thinking.

It had been assumed that the
CEO, because of his overarching
perspective, knew better than
anyone else what was needed by
the company – even though his
was just one perspective among
many. In addition, classical pyramid thinking separates thinking
at the top from execution at the
bottom, disempowering most of
the organization. Unfortunately,
this disempowerment cannot be
compensated for by delegating
tasks to subordinates, nor by pushing for accountability. Delegation
keeps the pyramidal structure in
place, and with it, standard behaviors of obedience and compliance.
“Accountability” is often perceived
as threatening, especially in cultures where risk-taking is met with
blame, or when people feel a double standard applies to the powerful versus the others.
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•

Controlling thinking.

It was a laudable intention to give
diverse people in the organization
– not just those sitting at headquarters – an opportunity to step outside
their usual field of expertise, to get
to know each other within project groups, and to gain experience
and visibility. But the longstanding
obsession with predictability and
control nullified all of the intended
benefits. The individuals selected by
HR ended up being quite similar, at
least in terms of “cultural fit”. The
uniform and supervised mode of
execution, under hierarchical supervision, which was also directly linked
to career and compensation matters,
prevented any disruptive innovation.
•

Mechanical thinking.

The project team had believed that
carefully crafted workgroups, direct
oversight by the CEO, and promotional communication would create
engagement, transformation, and
agility across the organization. They
clearly overlooked human psychology, engagement, and systems change
(more on that later).
•

Silo thinking.

At one point, the CEO’s office tried
to emulate a pre-existing community initiative that had spread virally
throughout the organization. However, instead of connecting the new
effort to this organic community,
the CEO and his entourage saw fit to
spark a competing network dedicated
to KIIs – dividing rather than uniting, and confusing both initiatives.
Silos are not only an organizational
phenomenon; they are an ingrained
thought process for many executives.
•

Hierarchical distance-protection
thinking.

It had escaped no one’s notice that
an active use of the corporate social
network by employees of all levels played an important role in the
engagement and expansion of the
pre-existing organic community.
However, the CEO was personally
reluctant to use any social media.
Regardless of his many calls (for

others) to dare to innovate, despite
even telling a small group of employees that he would soon be seen
on the digital network, he never got
around to it. His entourage even took
a dislike to the indelicacy of those
who dared remind him of his commitment and supposed exemplarity.
A lack of maturity in the exercise of
power prevented him from stepping
down from his pedestal, and influenced his advisors to double down on
gatekeeping behaviors.
Okay, but who cares if these change
initiatives produced results? After all, it’s
the outcome that matters, isn’t it?
Well, that’s the problem. How
these initiatives were conceived got in the
way of the desired agility and transformation.
The KIIs’ effect on the original
problems got nicely beautified by the
Communication. But their effect on the
company’s cultural transformation was
nil. Absolutely no one changed their ways
and became “more agile” as a result of the
KIIs. People soon realized that nothing
of the sort was expected of them, and
returned to their routines with relief.
Compared to the outlay of talent and resources spent on this project, it was deeply disappointing – but honest returns on
investment analyses are rarely conducted
in the aftermath of this kind of project,
for fear of attracting blame.
An entire team of bright people,
eager for change, and sincerely believing
they could make it happen, unwittingly found themselves caught up in the
culture of the organization. A top-down,
siloed, traditionalist culture breeding
sycophants and lackeys, where people
tend to throw the effort of change on “the
others”, had trumped the best of intentions. What followed was inglorious.
After stifling organic change possibilities
and failing to meet expectations (in the
early days of the pandemic, the company
found itself unable to deliver one of its
flagship products despite high demand),
the CEO left the company. Don’t waste
any time worrying about his career, of
course: he was soon appointed CEO at
another company. Unless he has reflected
on the journey described above, he has
probably launched a new set of the “same
old change” initiatives there.

SYSTEMIC CHANGE THROUGH
RELATIONAL CHANGE
Beyond the obsolete thought patterns that
set up these change initiatives for failure,
one of the largest obstacles encountered
by the aforementioned teams (and teams
like them) is a blindness to systems.
Barry Oshry, a groundbreaking thinker of power in human systems, suggested
we move from “systems blindness” to
“systems sight”. To him, it is the key to
(self) empowerment. This involves asking
the following questions: What relationship are we in? Where is the responsibility? What are the “reflexive” relationships
we have with each other – for example,
who “naturally” feels responsible for
others, and who “naturally” expects others
to decide? What are the consequences of
these interactions? Changing interactions,
or leaving them as is, is then a matter of
choice. If we decide to change interactions, we should expect resistance and
devise a plan to overcome it.
“A system reacts to change through its
identity,” Myron Rogers explains. Rogers
is a long-time thinker of living organizations and has co-authored A Simpler Way
with Meg Wheatley. Humans perceive
the world, and absorb or reject novelty,
through who they are. An organization’s
identity is basically how it sees itself. It
shapes the organization’s culture: everything it does and how it does it, what it
reacts to and how it reacts to it. An organization’s culture is made up of a multitude
of conversations over time. After a while,
culture becomes independent of the
individuals who make up an organization.
Simply replacing individuals, even the
CEO, does not change organizational culture, and therefore does not change what
the organization absorbs, transforms, and
rejects.

What is needed instead is deep
work on the organization’s identity: by
evolving it, one makes the organization
receptive to more radical changes. To
do so, John Atkinson explains, we “must
build the capacity to change the internal dialogue”.
A qualitative change in the internal
dialogue does not happen overnight,
but it can start with a change in modalities of interaction (how we connect), in
topics of conversation (what we connect about), and the people involved
(who connects with whom). In the
post-knowledge economy, work has
primarily become a relationship. It is
high time to adjust and focus change
efforts on the relational dimension of
both organizations and leadership. The
search for organizational agility basically entails transforming an entire system
of interactions, and this cannot happen
if leadership remains unchanged.
Change goes beyond new conversations. Co-creation must be considered
much more broadly than it is today,
and above all, much earlier in projects
than what is conventional. We need to
replace solutioneering with capacity
building, involving many more people
in the action. Instead of “push communication” to generate adoption, we
can mobilize communities involving a
broad diversity of perspectives, allowing everyone to benefit from this rich
vein of shared knowledge. We need to
reconcile thinking and doing, at all levels of an organization working together
in real time, rather than in sequential
layers.

This is why it is useless to address
change through change initiatives such as
the KIIs, even if they are very well thought
out, well communicated, and populated
with the most brilliant individuals.
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Is that realistic? Absolutely. Over
the last decade, I have been personally
involved in multiple transformative
changes in conservative or highly regulated business environments. Among
the main factors that enabled these
changes were an attention to the evolution of relationships and collective
identity, the mobilization of activist
communities, the use of digital networks, and the practice of new forms
of power. There was also a collective
recognition that even though the cost
of removing change asbestos was high,
very high, deep work on identity and
change through new conversations
and the mobilization of communities
was essential. Not just for the sake of
organizational health, but also for the
health of the system, the health of the
relationships, and system sight. Thinking about the system you work within, can you afford not to remove the
change asbestos?

A
TRANSPARENT
VIEW
OF
CONTRIBUTOR
DIVERSITY

Céline Schillinger
A pioneering voice in Engagement Leadership,
Celine has 30 years of field experience in the
corporate world, in small and large organizations, over three continents. Several of her
large-scale innovative engagement initiatives
have been recognized multiple times, and
inform Celine’s consulting practice. Celine now
works as an Engagement Leadership advisor,
helping organizations with new leadership
strategies that mobilize communities, leverage
networks, solve problems and create capacity for
change. Her book ‘Dare to Un-Lead: The Art of
Relational Leadership in a Fragmented World’
will be released in April 2022.
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Change Management
needs a Prevention
Strategy
Ket Patel

I

f you’ve been in Change Management
for a while, you’ll likely agree that one
of the goals for the profession is to
devolve Change Management principles
to every individual within the organization and make it an organization-wide
capability. One indicator of our progress
is the presence, location, and size of an
organization’s Change Management
Office (CMO). In the past decade, the
CMO’s presence has grown from 36% in
2011 to 40% in 2020, according to The
Prosci CMO Primer.
…that’s it?
After more than 60 years of theorizing, over 30 years of practice, and
thousands of blogs and articles describing the benefits of organizational change
and how to implement it effectively, our
sum efforts amount to a 10% growth in
adoption in ten years!
According to the statistics, this is ultimately an indicator that the profession
itself has a problem with the adoption of
its practices at an organizational level.
Even if we take into account the
growth in individual capabilities (by
organizations investing in Change Management training), there doesn’t appear
to be much impact upon Change Management devolution in the way we might
expect. So what’s at the root of this?Why,
with all this information and know-how,
has the initiative to devolve Change
Management struggled to be adopted?

WHAT IS THE CURRENT APPROACH TO BUILDING CHANGE
CAPABILITY (AND WHY DOESN’T IT
WORK?)
Our current efforts toward building
change capability are only tackling part
of the problem. Organizations, such
as the Change Management Institute
and Prosci, spend a lot of time raising
awareness at the executive level, developing maturity frameworks, and
demonstrating the importance and value of good Change Management practice. However, as discussed, this message
is only slowly sinking in. I propose that
there are three key factors causing this
slow uptake:
1. Organizations still see Change
Management as “nice to have”. Not
needed if all is going well. When problems appear (such as failed user adoption or delays in benefits realization),
Change Management suddenly comes
high on the sponsor’s agenda... but often
only for that one initiative. We rarely
see organizations applying the learnings
from past project challenges and intentionally maturing the organization’s
capabilities to reduce crisis recurrence.
2. When practitioners are drafted in
during “crisis” intervention, they often
have their hands full solving immediate
challenges, and have little time to impress upon the organization the benefits
of proactive Change Management. This
is coupled with a lack of motivation
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from sponsors to reduce the chance of
repeating such issues, in favor of quickly
moving onto the next project challenge.
3. The activities of Change Management are often seen as lip-service by the
wider organization. Change practitioners
that are brought in late are constrained
to do only what is allowed by the sponsor. As such, the expectation of them
from those that are impacted is high, but
the actual delivery-through no fault of
their own-is perhaps underwhelming as
they play catch-up and put out fires just
to manage the current crises.
More to the point, these behaviors
actively contribute to the manifestation
of organizational resistance. After all, if
employees always feel that “fires” will be
handled haphazardly, why would they
see any reason to invest energy in activities that reduce their occurrence?

WHAT IS AN ALTERNATIVE?
Putting out fires is a nice analogy for
what is missing in the current approach
to devolving Change Management
thinking.
Ask yourself: Is it better to prevent a
fire, or have emergency services attend
rapidly when a fire needs to be extinguished?
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I hope we all can agree that prevention
is a better long-term approach. To this
end, fire departments don’t just spend
time practicing their firefighting techniques. They also visit homes, schools,
colleges, and places of work to provide
fire safety training, in the hopes of
reducing incidents of accidental fires. In
the UK, an average of 700,000 hours a
year are dedicated by fire service organizations to prevention activities. Over the
last ten years (comparable to the ten year
period our industry has spent trying to
reduce project “fires”), the overall UK fire
department workforce has reduced by
25% while simultaneously reducing the
number of critical fires from 250,000
in 2009 to 163,000 in 2018: A whopping
34% reduction! And at what cost to the
department’s capacity? 700,000 hours
equates to less than 0.1% of total officer
time.
0.1% time investment in an activity
that, over 10 years, has driven a 34% reduction in the need for the service!
So how do we initiate a preventative
strategy in Change Management thinking? Should change managers imitate
firefighters and start lecturing in schools?
Could teaching Change Management
principles in the community aid in the
long-term development of organizational Change Management capability?
It’s not as ridiculous as it first
sounds.
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WHY MIGHT THAT WORK?
We’ve already discussed how many
employees believe that change will
always be poorly delivered and that their
insights, observations, and questions
will be brushed aside in a bid to speed
through the change. They’ve been led
to believe this by negative experiences
during organizational change. However,
introducing change principles and skills
at an early age may ameliorate this by
encouraging more positive beliefs about
the skills required to navigate change.
We know changing formed beliefs
takes time and persistence, which is not
something modern organizations are
reinforcing either in the establishment
of a CMO or in the capacity Change
practitioners have when solving urgent
issues.We’ve also seen that the establishment of a CMO doesn’t actually change
any of these behaviors. CMOs cater to
the approach, process, and policies of
how change can be delivered for the
organization but do not address the
entrenched behaviors that will make future delivery of change easier. The only
avenue not explored is challenging when
individual change capability is built.
To that end, a Change Management
prevention strategy must look to engage,
educate, and develop the workforce “to
be” about Change Management practices
so that they are better prepared and able
to handle organizational change.
This proposal has, in my opinion, a
much better chance of success because
it tackles the harder aspect of change by
looking at the behaviors required to navigate and deal with change. It devolves
these to every individual. It’s not about
the process of change, but instead examines our thoughts, feelings, and how
we utilise them to help us and others
engage with change in positive ways.

BENEFITS
There are two rather purposeful and
powerful benefits to a properly executed
prevention strategy:
1. Organizational Resistance turns
to Organizational Agility
Organizational agility is no longer
a fad. It is a survival technique to
guard against the unpredictable. As
such, one of the greatest benefits of
an organizational change capability
is that it creates the potential for
organizational agility. If we combine
an organization-wide CMO with
employees who inherently understand the dynamics of managing
change, we create an organization
of employees who are less fearful
of change and less likely to resist.
Instead, they can turn their energy into finding ways to positively
share their thoughts and drive
better change outcomes. We start to
turn organizational resistance-the
belief that an organization cannot
effectively manage change-into
organizational agility-the belief that
all changes can be navigated if we
adjust our expectations and actions
to align to the new challenge.
If the past two years have taught us
anything, it is that the changes you
know about and plan for are often
the least of your worries. Unplanned
change, and how you react and
mobilise your teams to address the
impacts, is the real concern. If you
can minimize resistance, the battle
is already half won.
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HOW MIGHT YOU START?
This article may have given you the
impression that the thinking required
to deal with change productively is not
already covered in schools. In the UK at
least, core elements of Change Management behavior such as self-reflection,
resilience, and mindfulness are taught
as early as four years old.

2. Turning the Tide on a Mental
Health Crisis
In a world dominated by technology and physical separation, how
we work with one another and how
we handle ourselves needs to be
a constant consideration. However, technology (particularly social
media) is impacting—in my view,
negatively—the way in which we
form relationships, how open we are
to see other’s perspectives, and what
we believe we are capable of achieving. It creates a divide of which we
are unaware of because it happens
slowly over time.
Change Management is, at its core,
about understanding the needs of
people at all levels and utilizing our
ability to think critically about other
people’s behavior and emotions in
order to understand their needs.
Change practitioners reflect deeply
on the outcomes they observe, challenge their own beliefs about those
outcomes, and try to move forward
with a more rounded view of the
world by applying what they have
learned through the process.
Educating teenagers about Change
Management early on may help
slow the rising percentage of youngsters experiencing mental health
issues by helping them understand
the emotions and behaviors of
themselves and others.
26

In fact, when my eldest daughter
first went to school, around six years
ago, I was somewhat taken aback that
mindfulness was even a topic. In my
days at school, the idea to teach mindfulness would most likely have been
laughed at. The more I thought about
the intent behind mindfulness as part of
the curriculum, and the more I reflected on some behaviors I’ve witnessed
in organizations, the more apparent it
became that, as professionals, we have
not sufficiently developed the critical
skills that can help us navigate change
positively. Perhaps, we could have benefited from some mindfulness training in
our youths. After all, if we are unable to
critically evaluate our experiences then
we cannot form balanced views on how
they shape our beliefs.
In my experience, the problem is
that what needs to be taught in schools
is not necessarily missing. It is that it
suffers the same challenges that we
practitioners experience in organizations. Beyond the early years of school,
all education begins to focus solely
on outputs, meeting benchmarks and
deadlines, and conforming to what is
expected. It’s little wonder that, by the
time many youths leave school, they
no longer believe in the importance of
mindfulness and other reflective practices.
Change Management and Education can, perhaps, come together at this
point and find ways to collaborate and
demonstrate the practical applications
of mindfulness practices and Change
Management skills on both a personal
and professional level.Many school and
college outreach programs already exist
that we, as a profession, tap into-such as
community projects, careers fairs, student bodies, and other school issues.
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Schools can also integrate these
principles into later-years pedagogy. For
example, aspects of iterative thinking,
self-reflection, and crisis simulation can
be integrated into large-scale, project-based learning.

IMPLICATIONS FOR CHANGE
PRACTITIONERS
It is not lost on me that, if we educate
future employees about the personal
and professional benefits of Change
Management practices, we run the risk
of reducing the overall need for professional Change Managers (of which I am
one!)
This forces me to consider what
angle I might work if I were talking to
an organization about the likely need to
reduce headcount. I might ask: Do you
want to be doing exactly the same job in
two, five, or ten years? The majority of
employees would answer no. In my experience, employees are rarely afraid of
change because they truly want to hold
onto all of the work they’re currently
doing. Their fear stems from uncertainty: Will they be able to do the job of the
future? Will change even provide a place
for them at all?
If any industry is ready to deal with
the changes that come as a result of
devolving Change Management practice through earlier education, it is the
Change Management industry itself.
Of course, we must also work to evolve
the future of the role-whether that be
hyperspecialization around types of
change, or the creation of entirely new
roles such as Business Architect or Chief
Resilience Officer. But we’ll always be
needed in some form-after all, accountants can teach the general population
good financial practice without expecting everyone to become an accountant
as a result.

LOOKING AHEAD
I believe deeply in devolving Change
Management capabilities at an individual level across a whole organization.
Through my Change Management practice, I want every person in an organization that I work with to know enough
about Change Management principles
so that they can be more aware of what
good change delivery should include,
and be more individually resilient to the
uncertainty of the wider world.
Herein lies the wider societal impact
of a Change Management prevention
strategy-individuals learn the tools to
not just navigate organizational change
but to also navigate personal change. But
to do so, we must develop these skills
and behaviors at a much younger age,
and reinforce the value of these skills all
the way through to formal employment.
Until we begin to take actions that
can prevent the need for specialized
Change Management practitioners, the
profession will be stuck in firefighting
mode. Let’s start a campaign for prevention, and work to create businesses and
communities with true, inherent organizational agility!

Ket Patel
is Accredited Change Manager Master
practitioner. He has over a 20 years of
hands on experience leading change and
transformation within Financial Services,
Technology and Consulting industries.
Ket has a passion for taking lessons identified from projects, industry and personal
experience and helping others find ways to
apply them to help ensure change benefits
are realised, change resistance is minimised
and change is adopted and sustained by
focusing on the health and wellbeing of all
those impacted by change.
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Flipping our
View of Change

Jason Little

“I don’t know what y’all did, but things seem better than they were.”

A

Is it time for change?

former co-worker told me that
when we ran into each other
at the train station a couple of
years after I’d left the organization,
where I had been one of six agile
coaches working on an agile transformation.

Time for changing what exactly?
Changing those pesky people who resist
change? Changing those leaders who
don’t get it? Changing people’s mindsets to get them to buy into the change?
Change the leader’s perception of the
value of change management so we can
get a seat at the table?

I’ll tell you what we accomplished
there, and, spoiler alert, we didn’t
get them to change with a new fancy
framework or a bunch of templates.
Before I get to the rest of the story, let
me provide some context. After that,
I’ll finish the story and share how I’ve
changed the way I see change.

If those questions are at the frontand-center for you, it might be time to
start thinking about changing how you
see change.

We think the world of business
moves fast. Every day we’re bombarded with VUCA-this, complex systems-that, or agility-the-other. We’re
left chasing our tails, hoping to grab
hold of the next big idea to get those
people to change. Organizations always have and always will evolve at the
rate they need to survive.
The very nature of the question—
Is it time for change?—is one more in a
long line of recurring questions that
pop up on LinkedIn every time someone needs to vent their frustration with
a recent experience. It’s a great question to ask, and it shows our passion,
desire, and pace of innovation, as we
change agents move a whole lot faster
than our organizations do.
You may be wondering why I’m
taking so long to get to the rest of the
story. To quote John Seely Brown, “The
way forward is paradoxically not to look
ahead but to stop and look around.”
I want to stop and look around at
the question.
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Now, if that gave you an icky feeling or generated a how dare you reaction,
you’ll understand how people in our
organizations feel when we lead from a
place of ego and direct change at people
instead of with people.
Let’s get back to the story.
This was the fourth or fifth “transformation” this organization has gone
through over the years, and, on my first
day, I walked right into a—um—heated “conversation.” One employee was
screaming at other team members about
something that wasn’t working in their
current project .
I shrugged it off as a bad day and
went to my team’s sprint planning session.
My team was debating the merits of
a new interface mockup when the Scrum
Master suggested that, as the new agile
coach, I should weigh in. The development manager immediately interrupted
and, in true Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson
style, said, “This isn’t a process issue, so it
doesn’t matter what he thinks.”
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My brain replied, “Well, screw you,
you arrogant so-and-so,” but my mouth
translated that to, “He’s right. From a process perspective, if you can test these variants
on users with paper prototypes, Balsamiq
mockups, or even PPT mockups, it might be
easier to decide.”
After a week and a half in this organization, four of the six agile coaches left
for various reasons. I don’t need to list
them all: You can probably guess most
of them if you’ve worked in telecom or
capital markets.
Over the coming weeks, two people
on my program went on stress leave,
and I got word from the other coach
that he’d experienced the same. It was
common to hear people yelling at each
other, openly blaming each other, and
pointing fingers. We’ve all seen this
before, but this was a whole new level of
discord. This was outright, in-your-face
hostility. And it was rampant.
Six weeks into a six-month contract,
we decided to fire the client.
We met with the VP and his seven
direct reports to share our data. The VP
was shocked and wondered, out loud,
what would happen if they capped hours
at a typical 40-hour workweek.
After some awkward silence, one of
them said, “We miss everything. Every
regulation, every deadline, and the entire scorecard goes red.”
I’ll spare you the VP’s curse words,
but I did parachute into the middle
of his rant. I shared stories about the
people who’d gone on stress leave, the
yelling matches, and the hostility we’d
observed.
Finally, I asked them to do the smile
test. Go out onto the floor and see how
many people seem to enjoy working
there. I pushed more by telling them
that people seemed miserable. They
were visibly frustrated, stressed out, and
getting physically sick from writing software, which was not okay.

The VP was shocked and started
yelling at his reports, blaming them for
not telling him what was happening.
Again, I interrupted him, explaining
that the problem wasn’t with the people
doing the work; and it wasn’t any single
person or team’s fault. Somehow, over
the years, the culture had evolved to a
place where this behavior was considered the norm.
I told them that if they were okay
with this, that’s fine, but it’s not okay
with us, and we’re canceling the contract
because we don’t believe yet another agile transformation will change anything.
After the shock wore off, the VP was
pleasantly surprised that we were the
first group of consultants to bring this
up.
We walked out of the meeting, planning to step out of the building for good.
Thirty minutes later, we were asked to
call the VP and his boss. A few days later
we had the exact same conversation with
them, and were then invited to have the
same conversation at the CIO level.
The CIO’s first words were, “Who
are these eight teams you’re talking
about? Only one of them is authorized
to run an agile project; just tell the others to stop.”
Again, my brain answered with,
“F.F.S. DUDE!” but since my mouth is
smarter than my brain, it once again
translated that to, “I’m surprised you’re
surprised, but actually, this is a good thing.
This is your people’s way of telling you that
the way they’re working isn’t working.”
The CIO asked us what he could
do to change things. We explored some
options, and he agreed to an exploratory
conversation with one of my colleagues,
who was our executive coach.
“I don’t know what y’all did, but things
seem better than they were.”
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What we did was simple. We threw
such a big rock into their pond that they
were finally able to see what was going
on. The CIO decided to engage our leadership coach to work with all the leaders
and managers in that division over the
following two years, and, to this day, he’s
still doing the occasional tune up work
with them.
You’re probably wondering, Where’s
the evidence that they improved? Fair question, but is it relevant? Can you attach
an ROI to people being treated like
humans? If you want to measure success
by the company’s stock price, it’s up 56%
since the day we left. Their revenue has
jumped 39% during the same period of
time.
But locking down what had changed
in the organization was easier than locking down what had changed in myself.
In fact, I had to go back through my
client journals and personal coaching
diary to find what’d changed for me.
Before that experience, I’d have likely
stayed there despite the hostility and
done my best to install agile for them, as
requested.
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Reading my journals helped me
see my patterns, and personal coaching
helped me make sense of those patterns,
and accept them. Those two things
helped me realize I wasn’t being hired
to do a change. I was being hired to help
the organization solve problems. Nobody cared how many models I knew, or
how smart I thought I was. I learned how
to be congruent. That means valuing
myself, what I need, and balancing that
with what others need within a particular context.
If we forget our needs, we placate. If
we ignore the needs of others, we blame
them. If we forget both, we slip into
obligation and think we have to do the
change because we don’t have a choice.
More often than not, my pattern was
placating. I was putting the needs of the
client above mine. That’s not healthy, or
useful.
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HOW I CHANGED,
HOW I SEE CHANGE
My experiences in this organization
were a strong enough trigger to get me
to start exploring. I hit the road, visiting
12 countries and countless organizations
in search of what would help me be
more congruent and restore my love of
change.
These are the five discoveries that
became the new set of lenses I decided
to look through.
What would happen if we moved
away from creating urgency and toward
helping align people towards a common cause or purpose?
Purpose beats urgency every time
because urgency is a matter of perspective. It’s usually biased from the perspective of the organization, or the leaders
who are dropping the change through
the hole in the floor.
Before we do anything, we need to
consider the perspective of the organization, leaders, and people. Without
that, you end up with, at best, malicious
compliance. Not everyone will feel the
same sense of purpose, but not everyone
needs to. We forget that no matter what
the change is, you will never, ever get a
whole organization 100% aligned in the
same way at the same time. Alignment
is a continual process, not a phase in the
project plan.
What would happen if we moved
away from broadcasting information at
people and toward enabling meaningful dialogue?
Meaningful dialogue beats change
comms any day of the week. Some
might think these are the same thing.
Here’s the difference: We broadcast information at people when we’ve decided
on what the change is and how we want
to sell it to them. We enable meaningful
dialogue with people when we’re trying
to figure out what the right change is in
the first place before we’ve decided to
do it.

Lean coffee and open spaces are the
best techniques for this. They put the
people affected by the change frontand-center… as long as they’re done
right. “Coffee chats”, as they’re called in
traditional change circles, where we or
the leaders tell people about the change
over coffee, is precisely the opposite of
how lean coffee works.
What would happen if we moved
away from executing tasks in the plan
and towards experimenting our way
through change?
Experimentation helps us reduce
uncertainty. At the start of a change
we have a pocket full of money and an
empty head. The faster we learn, the
sooner we can change the change when we
discover our plan has holes in it.
This happened with a client I was
working with as I was writing this article.
They did an out-of-the-blue reorganization that completely changed the
change we were working on. Normally
they’d have spent six months planning
the tasks, creating comms, SharePoint
sites, and getting buy-in. Our experiment was creating a canvas, doing a lean
coffee with those affected, and creating
a portfolio and day-to-day level Kanban
board. We did that in two weeks and it’s
already validated that changing how we
do change is the right thing to do.
What would happen if we moved
away from blaming people for resisting change and towards understanding
their response to change?
Get curious, not furious. What we
call active resistance is a good thing. Apathy and passive resistance is worse because there’s no data to help us change
the change. If we approach change by
thinking we need a resistance mitigation plan that uses Newtonian force to
overcome those pesky resisters, we’ve
got the wrong attitude. It’ll simply put us
on offense, which can lead to a zero-sum
game.
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What would happen if we moved away
from selling change to people and towards
building change with people?
Invite people to the party, ask them to
dance, and let them opt out. Co-creation is
quickly becoming a despised phrase. The
key with good co-creation is doing it with
people before agreeing to do the change,
not doing change management with people
after the leaders have told them what they
need to change and why.

As humans, we all know how to do
that. So why is it that we forget our humanness when it comes to approaching
change in our organizations?
Many years ago, my personal coach
told me that as you walk through life there
are all these silver threads hanging in front
of you. All you need to do is learn how to
pull on the right one at the right time.

The foundation of these five discoveries
is that we are at the center of them all. We
have the choice to try on a different set of
lenses. These lenses help me focus on meaningful change and bringing humanity back
to change management.
Think of it this way: Everyone has experienced getting a new co-worker or having a
new neighbor move in next door.
I’d guarantee none of us have googled
“Six step framework for ensuring success
ROI and integration with new neighbor.”
We probably walked over, knocked on their
door, introduced ourselves, and handed
them a basket of flowers or muffins.

Jason Little
began his career as a web developer
when Cold Fusion roamed the earth.
Over the years, he moved into management, Agile Coaching and consulting.
The bumps and bruises collected along
the way brought him to the realization
that helping organizations adopt Agile
practices was less about the practices,
and all about change.
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Renée Blackman Q&A
Renée Blackman is a Gubbi Gubbi woman from the Sunshine Coast in
Queensland who grew up in Brisbane, Australia. She started working in
Aboriginal health care as an Aboriginal Health Worker, and later became
a registered nurse, working in both urban and remote settings. Her deep
passion for working with mob to try and navigate the Indigenous health
care crisis has led her to leadership roles across primary health, acute care
and community health. Renee is currently CEO of Mount Isa-based Gidgee Healing, an Aboriginal Community Controlled Health Organisation
(ACCHO). We asked Renee for her thoughts about change for First
Nations peoples. These are her personal views.

W

hen it comes to initiating
change, what does Aboriginal
wisdom tell us?

For us, there’s a certain order to things.
Before anything else comes Country. It’s the essence of everything we
do. Then comes people. Our culture,
spirituality, and healing are intertwined
with the land. Our country is family.
Identity. Country and then people. This
is where any implementation of change
needs to start. Listening to the land and
listening to people. Listening needs to
happen to understand what might need
to change.
We often see change being brought
about because of statistics and data.
Numbers. That data is constructed
within a western framework. For example, statistics tell us that too many
of our mob have diabetes, or kidney
disease—or whatever. But if you go into
community and talk to people, they’ll
tell you that they’re worried about
youth suicide. They’re worried about
sick bubs.
When initiating change, things
also need to be viewed in the context
of what has happened before. For our
mob, that means intergenerational
trauma. Which means we experience
some things quite differently. For
example, some of the mandates our
governments have put in place to try to
keep people safe from COVID-19 feel
very close to past restrictions placed

upon First Nations people. It’s not so
long ago that our people had to carry
‘passports’ or papers to permit movement between communities. There
were restrictions on entering pubs and
other public places. Now, the effort to
protect our vulnerable communities
through vaccine mandates and restrictions on entering community gathering
places is all too familiar to us. Viewed
through the lens of intergenerational
trauma, these ‘protections’ feel like a
deprivation of liberty.
Do frameworks play a part in delivering change for Indigenous people?
We probably wouldn’t call them frameworks, but they could be considered
that way. Holistic approaches that use
systems thinking are the best cultural fit
for our communities. Take the Aboriginal Community Controlled Health
Organisations (ACCHO) model, for
example. It’s the best healthcare model
I’ve seen. Each ACCHO is initiated and
operated by an Indigenous community
through an elected board of directors.
The services are delivered based on
community needs. They are for community, by community. And the model
of care is holistic, recognising the vital
role of country, family and community
in the physical, mental and spiritual
wellbeing of an Aboriginal person and
community.
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But having said that, I think we also
have more to learn by listening more
to other cultures. For example, a key
element of the National Health Mission
in India is for every village to have a
female Accredited Social Health Activist
(ASHA) who works as a conduit between
the community and the public health
system. She is a resident of the village
and is the first port of call for health
related issues, especially for women and
children who find it challenging to access health services. This approach really
resonated with me, and I think a similar
model could potentially add value for
Aboriginal community health care. But
there would need to be lots of talking
and listening to introduce something
new.
As a leader of change, what needs to
change for you?
I think we all need to get better at having
difficult conversations. Conflicting voices
are good, but society is scared of conflict.
Healthy conflict and dissonance—without gaslighting and vilification—is how
we bring change. We need to learn how
to initiate and stay in those robust discussions and be open to different views
that might come from them. I would
prefer to have an argument than be dismissed as a minority.
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What is the biggest lesson the western world can learn from Indigenous
people about receiving change?
Change takes time and trust—much
more time than what white western
culture wants to spend. We are good
at receiving and enacting change, but
what we prefer—what we cherish—is
time to reflect and understand. If we
weren’t good at change we wouldn’t
still be here. If we weren’t agile as
First Nations people we would have
succumbed many years ago. We have
shown our resilience in the face of
change and adversity. We rapidly
adapted in order to protect ourselves
and survive.
White culture—white men—want
change and want it NOW. We want to
sit with it and process it. We may not
like to change rapidly but when we do
there is always discussion. Bring your
frameworks if you want to but let’s go
sit down.
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The Art of Psychological
Safety and Performance
Humanizing Hybrid Working
Teresa Mitrovic

The past two years have only increased the pressure by changing the
playing field beyond recognition. Yet
many rules have remained the same
with regards to how people and results
are managed.

I

sat across from the senior executive
as we talked about the importance of
trust. “Trust is one of our values. The
problem is, we don’t really understand
how to build it as a company,” they said.
I’ve heard that often from leaders.
The intent exists, yet it’s restrained by
an absence of practical frameworks that
enable leaders to skillfully integrate trust
while pursuing the-seemingly contradictory-need for performance. For many
companies, it means that despite those
great intentions, companies aren’t just
failing. They’re creating a say/do gap that
undermines trust-and performance-even
further.
Having intent but no way to follow
through is just as frustrating for leaders.
It’s easy to feel as if you have all the responsibility and none of the authority-or
tools-to make the changes you need.
Changes that would transform experiences and outcomes for you, the team, and
the organization.
I faced the same challenges in my
corporate career. As a leader in a multinational, there was a relentless drive for
compounding growth from our US Head
Office. Working out how to keep the team
motivated, engaged, and delivering, when
they were already tired and working long
hours, made me question whether it was
even possible. If this was what being a
leader was about, then was I really up
for it anymore? I wanted a more human
solution to the problem, but I was too
busy to see it-or to even look.

The truth is, we know what psychological safety and trust feel like, but the
‘how’ of creating both feels murky and
complex. Especially when we’re also up
against the hard demands for performance.
So how can leaders instill trust and
safety in the team during complex and
uncertain times, without sacrificing the
pursuit of performance?
I believe the solution leaders need
lies in understanding how psychological
safety moderates relationships beyond
group dynamics (our most common
perception of psychological safety) to
include how we relate to-and engage-in
every relationship we have.
The dichotomy we’re faced with is
that, as humans, we seek psychological
safety and crave trust in order to fully
engage and participate. However, in the
business world, it’s productivity that
is prioritized, often with little consideration given to what generates it at a
human level. In agile environments, the
need to foster psychological safety and
create trust are even more critical to
performance outcomes because of their
role in promoting team and organizational learning.
For years, psychological safety, trust,
and their role in influencing performance have been studied-and confirmed-by researchers across the globe.
Yet the closest we’ve come to combining
these three concepts in a practical model
for leaders is Patrick Lencioni’s Five Dysfunctions of a Team.
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Amy Edmondson’s definition of
psychological safety is undoubtedly the
most common: That people can make a
mistake, speak up, or ask for help without
judgment, and that candor is encouraged.
She also says that opportunities exist to
foster and reinforce psychological safety
at the individual, interpersonal, and leadership level (Edmondson, 2014).
These three concepts have always
been innately interconnected. Working
onsite covered over the cracks in people’s
work experiences, making them easier
to overcome or dismiss. If expectations
weren’t clear, we’d gravitate towards trusted teammates to sense-check. If we felt
overworked, anxious, or left out, we could
grab a coffee together. We could glance
around the office and feel boosted by
each other’s success, or notice when people weren’t ok. No matter what our work
day brought, we were able to organically
connect as people. In a virtual world, that
connection needs to be actively fostered.
While I’m not an academic, I’ve spent
almost two decades as a corporate leader
in multinationals and another decade
coaching and consulting about these
topics to executives and organizations
internationally. I also authored a book
about trust, performance, and psychological safety. It’s experience that helps
me understand what works in practice for
leaders-from both sides of the fence.
I believe the answer lies in a wider
understanding of psychological safety and
how it works. Or rather, what it means for
how we work as humans, and how leaders
can harness the softer human qualities of
psychological safety and trust while keeping their goals clearly in sight.
So what could it look like?
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It starts with a literal interpretation
of what psychological safety means.
•

Psychological (adjective): of, affecting, or arising in the mind;
related to the mental and emotional state of a person.

•

Safety (noun): the condition
of being protected from or
unlikely to cause danger, risk,
or injury.

If psychological safety is a personal
neurochemical and emotional process
that runs on autopilot, it makes sense
that it would influence how we engage
in all our relationships. Not just those
we can see as they surface-the team
level dynamics. As humans we have
relationships with everything, whether
animate or inanimate: money, exercise,
or religion, for example.
Numerous studies cite the practical
implications of their conclusions-that
psychological safety is dynamic and
operates at multiple levels (Edmondson, 2014). That it is an antecedent to
everything organizations seek; team
effectiveness, team and organizational
learning (Kim et al., 2020), innovation,
competitive edge, and performance
(Miao et al., 2019). Many researchers
also point to the need for a practical
way to advance the application of this
knowledge.
What if we went with the simplest
way possible, by linking them together and mapping their relationships to
provide a visual framework for why it
matters and how to do it?
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Here’s how it could look:
•

Psychological safety determines how
much-or how little-we trust;

•

Trust is an active expression of our
perceived psychological safety, which
amplifies or diminishes performance; and

•

Performance-our outcomes and how
they are handled by the leader and
organization-is the evidence that
strengthens or weakens our decision
to trust, and ultimately reinforces
our perceptions of how psychologically safe we believe ourselves to be.

Although psychological safety
is evident as a group or team dynamic,
it starts with us as individuals. It determines how individuals, leaders, and
teams engage throughout an organization.
This visual map shows how and why its
effects are felt at the levels of culture,
innovation, competitive advantage, and
profit.
By widening our view through
this model, we can see the roles of each
clearly and simply:
•

Psychological safety is our personal
evaluation of perceived safety or risk
in relation to the context we’re in.
Should we ‘connect’ or ‘protect’? This
is true of any relationship where an
exchange of information, thought,
or effort is required, including (and
beyond) the team level.

•

Trust (or its absence) is the overt (or
covert) action we take according to
our assumption of psychological
safety. We decide, based on our perceived level of safety, how much of
ourselves to ‘invest’ or ‘withhold’.

•

The model’s ability to become a
virtuous or vicious cycle is immediately
apparent. So are the ways to locate and
resolve tension to keep employee energy
and effort flowing.
This model challenges leaders to look
beyond the group dynamic level of psychological safety-our interpersonal relationships-and instead see a bigger picture
that integrates psychological safety, trust,
and performance through four lenses:
•

Self:

Our previous experiences, cultural
legacy, and emotional and cognitive
landscape can influence how safe
we feel in expressing ourselves, no
matter how positive the team dynamic is. Ask a neurodiverse person, or
someone who experienced childhood
trauma: working in a strong, healthy
team can’t mitigate that, but it can
moderate it. Understanding our own
internal landscape is key to developing the EQ to engage effectively as a
team member or leader.
•

Leaders:

Many leaders can think vast and fast,
seeing the whole picture with greater
clarity and confidence than the team
they lead. It can have the unintended consequence of triggering fear of
failure, of voicing uncertainty, or personal insecurity about not being good
enough or fast enough themselves.
Leadership is rife with unintended
consequences. How your team is
currently performing gives you clues
about present levels of safety and
trust.
•

Team:

Much of the psychological safety
team-based initiatives focus on how
Performance-and how performance
to have difficult conversations well, or
is managed-becomes the visible
how to manage conflict better. Here’s
evidence of that investment of trust
what we gain when we widen the lens:
(or our withholding of it). The safer
accountability and feedback that’s
we feel, the more we trust and invest
invited and acted on; simplified work
in the outcomes.
expectations that ease workloads;
and a shared agenda that replaces
silos with collaboration and genuine
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Organizational system:

The systems, processes, and practices that govern how the organization
works: how resources are allocated,
how success is measured, how decisions are made and communicated,
and how staff are encouraged, disciplined, and developed.

At the level of leader: What does leading
with psychological safety look like?
•

Lead inclusively-encourage diversity of ideas, creative tension,
and compassionate accountability.

•

Lead with transparency, integrity, and consideration. Make
non-negotiable expectations
clear early, and review them frequently to make course-correcting and coaching simpler.

•

Start recognising the behavior of
yourself and your staff as the evidence of connecting (participating and engaging) or protecting
(withdrawal, silence, defense, or
self-preservation). Acknowledge
and encourage connective behavior and be equally conscious
of-and curious about-protective
behavior.

Sounds simple. But what would it
look like in action?
At the level of self: What makes you feel
safe, or at risk?
•
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Get familiar with the omnipresence of psychological safety.
With whom and in what contexts
do you feel yourself protecting
vs. connecting? Game it out-what
happens with peers, your manager, or in your role, when you’re in
protect mode vs. connect mode?
What changes in the way you
think, act, and participate?
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At the team level: What does psychological safety look like for us as a team?
•

Work together to create a shared
understanding about how the
team works; how to stay connected without interrupting each
other; how to structure meetings
and workloads more effectively;
how to set and review targets;
and how to hold each other
accountable to behaviors which
help or hinder the team.

At the level of the organizational system: Which of your organization’s
systems, processes, and practices are
undermining the psychological safety
of your team?
•

Performance measures designed
to motivate individuals can
undermine team collaboration if
EQ, team alignment, or cohesion
is shaky.

•

Annual reviews-though standard
in many organizations-leave
room for individual insecurity.
Early feedback, if delivered with
the intent of developing ongoing
competence, confidence, and
autonomy in team members,
is more valuable than an annual update on what has or hasn’t
been working.

While the pandemic has created
uncertainty and disruption, it also offers
leaders a unique opportunity to become
genuinely transformative leaders. The
considered use of a psychological safety, trust, and performance framework
guides you in how to drive performance
while creating a culture that allows people
the safety to fully engage and participate.
The truth is, numerous things can
edge out psychological safety and the
landscape is always changing. Integrating
psychological safety, trust, and performance-at the level of self, team, leader,
and organization-allows you to remain
adaptive, sustain team connection remotely, and build certainty and consistency into your performance.
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Safeguarding
Mental Health
During Change
Dr. Temre Green

C

hange is a natural part of business
operations, and can be a sign of
growth as well as an opportunity
for financial returns. Proper management of organizational change has been
known to reduce risks while enabling a
return on investment; however, change
executed poorly can do more harm than
good, especially when exacerbated by
growing uncertainty and higher demands.
My fear is that we’ve compromised
too much, and that harm is now visible.
Having led transformation programs in
both public and private sectors for two
decades, I have witnessed good advice
be downplayed to adhere to a less than
adequate budget, a preference for speed
over truthfulness, and a low appreciation
for the person on the receiving end of
the change.
As a corporate leader, my position is
that we must maintain our commitment
to care. One of the strongest arguments
to make here is that poor organizational
change management is now listed as one
of the leading workplace factors contributing to mental ill-health, according to
the Journal of Occupational & Environmental Medicine and research by Black
Dog Institute. When organizational
change is insufficiently designed, managed, or communicated, the change recipients’ mental health is compromised.
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MENTAL HEALTH, MENTAL
WELLBEING, AND THE
RELATIONSHIP TO WORK
Mental health is an important contributing factor to an individual’s overall
health. Mental health is not merely the
absence of mental illness; it is also a state
of wellbeing, according to the World
Health Organization (WHO).
Mental illness is typically characterized by the presence of symptoms that
disrupt one’s ability to function across
various aspects of life, including managing relationships and work. In Australia,
the three most common mental illnesses
are depression, anxiety, and substance
abuse.
Mental health is determined by a
range of socioeconomic, biological, and
environmental factors. One of those
environmental factors is the workplace.
Black Dog Institute and NSW Health
call out nine workplace factors that are
impacting mental health. Poor change
management is one of those factors,
and given the prevalence of organizational change at this time, it is critical to
address.
Leaders–decision- and change-makers
alike–have the power to protect mental
health by shifting culture, learning, principles, systems, and how employees
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experience change. It is not only within
their power, but it is their responsibility.
Those who take their responsibility seriously can begin by exploring the following points to protect and promote mental
health.
PROTECTING MENTAL HEALTH
DURING ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE
Organizational change occurs with varying degrees of reach, from company-wide
to the reach of a single project. In this
vein, some changes may be considered
big and some considered small, with the
common perception that only big changes need funding and management. However, research indicates that the size of
the change is less relative. It is the volume
and frequency of change that compromises people.
In an agile organization, it would be
reasonable to expect a high number of
small and big changes (volume) that are
regularly delivered (frequency)—perhaps even more change if the business is
undergoing an agile transformation, as
that can come with restructures and role
changes.
Commitment from decision- and
change-makers is needed. The following
actions can be taken at an organizational level to preserve and protect mental
health during change and transformation.
MEASUREMENT INCLUDING A
BASELINE HEALTH CHECK
Start by gathering data to form a baseline
understanding of your workforce’s mental health and wellbeing. This initial data
is critical for developing an informed
position for undertaking change and
transformation, but it must be noted that
operating from this informed position
also means acknowledging that employees may have experienced trauma. This
sensitive topic cannot be ignored and is
discussed more in the next section.

We do not suggest that an organization bring in psychiatrists to diagnose
mental illnesses in employees across the
organization. Rather, we suggest data
be gathered using the following list of
appropriate potential approaches:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sick days and absentee data;
Number of work-related psychological injuries;
Return to work rates;
Exit interviews;
Focus groups;
Anonymous survey of employees’ stress and psychological
safety;
Anonymous survey of employees’ known diagnoses and
sentiments;
Audit of mental health practices
and policies;
Audit of leadership and management training on mental
health;
Audit of mental health literacy,
knowledge, and training; and
Comparison to the mental
health strategies of other similar
organizations.

Within the change cycle (or change
and transformation programs of any size),
it’s important to define and track success. At least four milestones are commonly defined and measured: Program
milestones, program go-live milestones,
adoption milestones, and benefits realization milestones. Each is different
and will use unique metrics, but mental
health targets should be incorporated at
each point. Agile enterprises and programs can apply their mental health and
wellbeing data to inform their Program
Increment (PI) Planning and Retrospectives.

Measurement is a starting point, but
the process is not linear. Measurements
will need to be taken as part of the change
cycle.
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SHIFT FROM A CHANGE STRATEGY
TO AN INFORMED META-STRATEGY
An advancement of this nature is unlikely
to be achieved by improving the change
strategy, method, or approach. To make a
substantial shift towards protecting mental health during organizational change,
organizations need a data-driven strategy
with top leadership backing. This is the
informed meta-strategy, which is defined
as “an overarching strategy based on employee
data that determines the development of all
other subordinate strategies in an organization.”
While each organization’s meta-strategy may vary, there are universal principles to consider and incorporate, primarily centering around change, culture, data,
and learning. These four principles are as
follows:
Improving Mental Health and Wellbeing Literacy: All of the top nine leading
causes of mental illness in the workplace
could be corrected (and ultimately eliminated) with better management practices undertaken by informed leaders. In
particular, management practices and
decisions around organizational change—
including uncertainty, excessive demands,
and unclear responsibilities—need to be
addressed, with improved literacy in the
meta-strategy to protect mental health
and wellbeing.
Introducing Human-Centered Funding:
The process of developing a business
case and seeking internal organizational funding is typically object-centric, in
that the case is prepared to indicate the
worthwhile nature and potential return
on investment for implementing a new
product, platform, system, or service.
This approach is ineffective when it
comes to protecting mental health, and
would benefit from being adapted for the
meta-strategy. Human-centered funding
would solve the “people problem”, while not
compromising wellbeing, by selecting a
solution that would lead to the best return
for employees and, subsequently, the
organization.
Designing, Planning, and Delivering
from an Informed Position: The goal is
to design, plan and deliver organizational initiatives through the lens of mental
health data, such that:
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•

•

•

those living with a mental illness
are supported and able to contribute meaningfully during the
change;
healthy individuals are protected by improved change management decisions and practices; and
those who have experienced
workplace trauma are not retraumatized and do not develop
mental health issues.

If the data points to an extensive
and adverse impact on employees
(which is reasonable given the culminating pandemic, uncertainty, and
pressure), leaders must acknowledge the
potential for trauma. According to the
WHO, trauma is a common emotional
response experienced by one-third of
the population. Seeing through a trauma-informed lens can support organizations to design, plan, and execute
change.
The ten principles of trauma-informed approaches form a cycle that facilitates a paradigm shift for businesses:
1.
2.

Seeing through a trauma lens;
Appreciation of invisible trauma
and intersectionality;
3. Sensitive discussions about
trauma;
4. Trauma-specific support;
5. Preventing trauma in the business;
6. Trustworthiness and transparency;
7. Collaboration and mutuality;
8. Empowerment, choice, and
control;
9. Safety; and
10. Survivor partnerships.
Replacing Legacy Operating Systems:
A meta-strategy designed to allow an organization to adapt to the mental health
and wellbeing needs of its people cannot
be executed by an organization with
an operating system, procedures, and
practices that—by the nature of their
age—cannot learn, adapt to the actual
strategy, or deal with uncertainty. An
organization dedicated to this endeavour will need to consider the capabilities
of their internal systems, and (where
appropriate) replace them to roll out a
meta-strategy.
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Without sustained attention to all four
principles, none will be successful.

THE FUTURE OF ORGANIZATIONAL
CHANGE
Organizational change always presents a
unique opportunity to shape the future of
a business and its people, and that opportunity should be seized by all involved. The
concern, however, is that the ideal future will
never be realized if our change-related practices are compromised and discredited to the
point of impacting mental health across the
workforce.
This is the time for commitment. This is
the time for action.
The future of organizational change is
aware of its impact, informed of the health
of the workforce, incorporated into a meta-strategy, and protects the recipients of
change. Change will once again represent
growth for a business and its people.
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Change Post-Pandemic Who has the Energy?
The case for regenerative and
integrative practice.
Pauline Melnyk is a North American-based change specialist and professional coach, certified in workplace restoration, and sustainable and regenerative leadership approaches which build the health and success of teams.
Our guest editor, Dr Jen Frahm, spoke with her about how restoration and
regenerative leadership might be applied more broadly to change.

W

e seem to be at a flashpoint,
or a moment of considerable
challenge for organizations
when it comes to driving change–what
do you think is behind that?
Well, once we were doing organizational
change in a relatively benign and predictable external environment. We knew
what to change and how to change–and
that was difficult enough!
Now, with the combined stressors
of the pandemic, social unrest, and
the climate crisis, what is hard to do in
‘normal’ times has become impossible.
Organizational change becomes complicated as it occurs in the context of
organizations trying to make sense of
how they respond to social change. The
social fabric of organizations has ruptured with leaders, employees, and team
members not knowing how to approach
each other on matters of political and
social injustice. People are hesitating for
fear of saying the wrong thing.

now carry the social capital of the organization. We all know how important
trust is to change–and if you thrust the
means to facilitate change into the hands
of leaders who are unaware they are carrying that trust, change will be difficult.

You focus your professional work on
Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and
Belonging (DEIB) change efforts.
Tell me about that work.
I primarily work with North-American
Executive leaders, in large complex organizations across Government, Industry, and Health Care. They are invested
in change in this space for two reasons:
1.

2.

Additionally, the pandemic has left
us exhausted. Who has the energy to
change?
In parallel to this confluence of
disruption, there has been a shift in the
locus of trust. The Edelman Barometer will tell you that, over the last three
years, trust has shifted from government
to leaders of organizations. The problem
is that leaders have not been aware of
that shift. They don’t realize that they
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Addressing inequality that is
now significantly more visible
is, ultimately, the right thing to
do; and
It is a reactive response to public
claims of bullying, harassment,
discrimination, and violence in
the workplace. They are trying
to protect their social license
and reputation.

While human rights are at the
forefront of this agenda, the substantial financial and litigation costs to the
organization make finding solutions a
priority.
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The usual approach to initiating
change in DEIB is to bolster Human
Resource Portfolios and hire DEIB specialists to address the training (such as
Unconscious Bias and Respectful Workplace training). There’s also the compliance side, which deals with the duty
that supervisors and managers have to
represent their employer and contribute to a safe, inclusive, and respectful
workplace culture. Unfortunately, this
is rarely effective. Individual leaders
often attempt to adopt new practices
and processes to address discrimination
challenges from a place-based lens of
employee ‘fit’, which simply maintains
the status quo. Heroic efforts by practitioners to change the system via push
strategies have created exhaustion and
continued trauma. Sound familiar?

Atonement and healing need to be
integrated into the whole organizational system. Restorative practice cannot
function without leaders apologizing
for their transgressions, micro or otherwise. I think restoration comes from
working with the individuals and the
relationships within the team and organization, so the restoration is actually
within the system. Integration is within
the individual and the practices of
what’s changed. For example, when it
comes to diversity, equity, and inclusion, we must each consider: What does
that mean to me? How does it show up
in my life? Where have I had opportunities to correct and understand my
social construct of these concepts?
Why is it valuable?

I understand you find more success with restorative and integrative
practices, which are quite new to the
change and agile community.
Restorative and integrative practice is
primarily a coaching intervention, but
its roots are in sociology (social justice
approaches) and clinical psychology
(trauma informed practice).
Restorative practice in change
means to take notice of the social construct of change. A social construct exists not in objective reality, but because
of human interaction and relationships.
It exists because we agree that it exists.
So, with respect to change within the
organization, we must pay attention
to what we are keeping, what we are
restoring, and what is actually going on.
This means being attentive to a grief
process. Equity and fairness play a big
role in restorative and integrative practice, but fairness is a perception-based
concept. There is no objective definition of fairness.

Restoration requires a different way of
thinking. It gives everyone involved an
opportunity to foster positive change
and forgiveness, to take responsibility,
and to repair damage to one’s self and
self-image. It creates a necessary space
for energizing and healing.
The whole world is ‘shook up’, so
this strengthens our commitment to
support our communities, build strong
relationships, and share our stories.
There are practical benefits for the
organization: The use of restorative
and integrative practices reduce organizational withdrawal, retaliation, revenge, sabotage, dissatisfaction, anger,
moral outrage, escalation of conflict
and violence, and, of course, significant
loss of trust, among both employees
and leadership.
Is there an organizing framework to
Restorative and Integrative practices?
There is! How you ‘move’ a system requires individual growth, development,
and integration.
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At a leadership level?

We must start with the leader first:
What is within their realm, what they
need to own, and what they feel comfortable acknowledging and changing.
We then bring the employees in. They
must come into the conversation and
think about their own wellness, health,
and the positive shift required to accept
and embrace change, and acknowledge
that it’s not just the leader’s fault. We
then move to the outer rim: The systems-work that needs to change.
When we start breaking systems
down in DEIB, we generally start with
HR. Recruitment areas are a priority,
of course, but there are many other
systems involved that need to change.
If we look at Artificial Intelligence (AI)
now, a large portion of the AI systems
used in human resources is fraught with
discrimination and bias. So, we need to
identify where that systematic bias is
preventing change and healing.

Leaders need to regenerate their practice. If a leader is trying to do something
new, there needs to be some give in their
team for the leader to continue to work
with them. This requires restoration
within their teams, which at a practical
level is:
•

Give Permission to your team
members to cultivate dissatisfaction, to notice what disturbs
them, and to voice what is
unfair, terrible, and heartbreaking. What issues consistently get
their attention? Where do they
spend their time?

•

Be unafraid to look reality in the
eye and notice what’s going on.
What is deeper? What is intellectual? Analytical? Consider
surface feelings versus cultivating open hearts and curiosity.
What would lead your heart
to be surprised, confused, or
disrupted?

•

Consider placing a handprint
on your canvas: What have you
contributed to? What contribution do you hope to make?
Do you choose to be engaged
and become curious, or do you
retreat to safety? Make opportunities to notice and let go
of judgements, jot down your
notes, confess that you don’t
understand yet and then be
open to challenging beliefs and
assumptions.

For the uninitiated, what would be the
first steps in applying these practices?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Start with noticing others who
are connected to the problem;
Own your role in what has led
you to the current state;
Identify what has been lost that
needs restoration;
Work at rebuilding trust; and
Build psychological safety.
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Are you willing to risk being
changed by this journey? What
footprint do you choose to
leave? What do you want to be
known for in this world? Do
you walk heavy on this earth?
What sort of impression are you
leaving and what impact have
you made?

At a change/agility practitioner level?
As change agents get trained in change
approaches, they become less attuned
to who they are intrinsically. They run a
regular practice and do a regular set of
things in their role. It’s all very processand template-driven.
So, I think it’s important we stress
that the practitioner must change along
this journey. They must be in tune
with and really reflect on what they are
observing. That requires psychological
safety and courage. So you must have
that conversation with not only your executive sponsor, but all the way through
the organization, a repetitive: “Here’s
what I’m observing.” It’s not easy.
I also think there’s a big reset button
that we need to press for all leaders,
so everybody can say: “Okay, let’s start
fresh in this organization.” I think the
agile change manager has a role in pressing that reset button, inviting the leader
to start a change with whatever they are
comfortable looking at first.

The change or agility practitioner
is going to change. They’re going to get
to know who they are. So, let’s highlight
their identity. Who are they? Through
what lens are they viewing the change?
For example, if I’m highly productive,
highly organized, and I walk into an environment that is not, then my focus is
going to be adding structure and organization. That’s an intervention without an
invitation and won’t drive restoration.
So we ask: What is the actual invitation from the people, and how will
the change practitioner adjust to that?
What’s necessary to effect positive
change? Sometimes we’ll pull the ripcord, replace the leader, and create the
change that way, but it’s more about truly understanding what the team needs.
What they often need is an opportunity
to grieve what’s being lost. If we go back
to the story of what people need to
apologize for, it’s often that, “Yeah, we’ve
made mistakes. Here’s a list of things
we’ve done badly.” And it’s okay because
mistakes help us grow. It’s not about
undoing the work that we’ve done or
saying, “Well, we can’t undo any of that.”
We can only say, “From today, we’re going to do better, but we want to focus on
doing much more than better.”
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How do leaders and employees respond
to these specific approaches?
Employees and leaders who have experienced negative emotions and reactions
are usually uncomfortable. Their journey is deeply personal, and failure to
address prior trauma can drag out the
process. To work with this, we use conflict management tools and have a facilitator come in to re-frame discussions.
It helps participants focus on vulnerable
emotions such as grief and pain, instead
of aggression or anger. Providing a safe
container and acknowledgement of the
harm caused, then transforming the
discussion into a problem-solving exercise is one of the most powerful forms
of reparation–noting that an apology
must be well-timed and sincere to be
effective. This does not mean condoning or excusing behaviors and actions.
Rather, it means clarifying norms and
expectations and increasing responsibility to group identity and congruence in
belonging.
It strikes me that these practices would
take a lot of time to implement. How
does that fit with the agility agenda?
Does it support agility or hinder?
It does take a significant initial investment of time, but once you’re working
in a healthy organization:
1.
2.

3.
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The organizing framework is not
that dissimilar to how we move organizations in agile transformations. We
must tackle the leaders first and get
them ready for agility. Once you have
a critical mass of movement, you can
empower employees and allow new
ways of working to emerge and bubble
up through the system. You can then
address the systematic biases and constraints in organizational functions.

Final thoughts on what you have
shared?
I’m struck by the Zapatista saying
in “Walk Out Walk On” by Margaret
Wheatley and Deborah Frieze: “If this
world does not have a place for us, then
another world must be made.” Remember, trust is at the heart of all psychological contracts during change interventions. It’s the perception of unspoken
assumptions and expectations of working conditions, quality, and environment
altering the status quo that leads to so
many broken contracts, and people feeling that there is no real place for them in
their own organizations. Restorative and
integrative practice enables us to create
a new social construct of change, a new
world for the broken-hearted, and, with
that progress, the cause of transformation in both DEIB and agility.

We can be our authentic selves
without discomfort at work;
We acknowledge and apologize
for experiences observed and
directly felt or experienced as
microaggressions, words, and
behaviors; and
We acknowledge change is required and demonstrate action
to build a healthy culture.
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A note on
“Trauma Informed.”
Dr Jen Frahm

I

n the previous two articles, you have
been fleetingly informed of the term
“trauma informed.” In context of
how we change how we do change going
forward, I think it’s going to be a very
important concept, so thought I would
provide a little more background to it.
“Trauma informed” originates in
the clinical psychology setting and is
primarily related to individual interventions. According to the American Psychological Association, trauma is defined
as an emotional response to a terrible
event like an accident, rape, or a natural
disaster. What distinguishes that emotional response as traumatic, as opposed
to distress, is that the experience overwhelms the individual in their ability to
function in life.
Trauma-informed care follows six
principles—not unlike what good change
design should be:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Safety;
Trustworthiness and transparency;
Peer support;
Collaboration and mutuality;
Empowerment, voice, and
choice; and
Cultural, Historical, and Gender
Issues.

There are different types of trauma—acute, chronic, complex, and, more
recently, we are turning our attention to
collective trauma.
Collective trauma occurs when
a group of people share a traumatic
response to things like terror attacks,
environmental disasters, wars, intergenerational injustice, and, now, a pandemic. It is argued that much of the workforce can now be described as suffering
from collective trauma on account of
their experience with living through a
pandemic, and we see this manifested in
increased workforce stress and anxiety,
reduced capacity to learn new things,
decreased ability to absorb changes, and
a breakdown of workplace relationships.
With this significant change in the
organizational setting, there is an argument that leaders should upskill in what
it means to be “trauma informed.” The
Australian Mental Health Coordinating
Council suggests that trauma informed
leadership should look like:
•

•
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You have bucketloads of patience—change can be slow and
incremental and there will likely
be set-backs.
You understand that relationships are at the core of human
service delivery.

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

You have strategies to maintain
your passion, so that frustration—with the pace of change
and barriers experienced—
doesn’t turn dedication into
anger.
You bring others along with you,
creating open dialogue and a
supportive culture—you can’t
lead alone.
You have worked through your
own trauma experiences; recognizing when you are re-triggered
and have sought out support. You
may need your own space for
self-care and wellbeing, and recognize that others may also need
similar self-care.
You are open to ideas, take criticism constructively, and are open
to reviewing your point-of-view.
You are flexible and willing to
change direction if plans are not
working.
You welcome change and recognize that nothing need be set in
stone.
You celebrate small wins while
aiming for bigger ones.
You maintain boundaries, model
self-care, and never forget that
trauma can generate trauma.

Of course, whenever a new term
enters the zeitgeist, there are refutations
and protests. The notable ones—with
respect to trauma—in the organizational
setting are:
•

•

•

The term collective or cumulative trauma is an overreach for
the pandemic; it should be considered extreme adversity.
We shouldn’t use the term trauma in organizations, it doesn’t
sound nice, and we might be
liable for it.
You can’t expect us to be mental
health practitioners—we’re leaders, managers, change practitioners, agile coaches, etc.

All three of these responses absolve
the organization and its members from
addressing a poor organizational setting
and creating a space for good mental
health.

In recognizing there will be a large
and varied emotional response to the
pandemic, what can you do with this
information?
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Get thee to Google and start
reading up and watching videos
on the topic.
Speak with your HR/People and
Culture team to understand
what the level of awareness of
trauma informed practice and
the commitment is to building
capability in this area.
Lobby your professional associations to bring in outside
experts in trauma management
and START a conversation on
what that means for your profession.
Reach out to peers, friends,
or colleagues who work in the
psychology/social work field
to strike up a conversation of
understanding.
Raise this as a topic to be covered at your favourite conference or professional meetup.

I think the real challenge, as Green
has noted, is not just how we land
change in a workforce that is collectively
traumatized, but how we avoid perpetuating additional trauma in our practice.
To this end, adding Melnyk’s restorative
and integrative practices to our kitbag
may be a very prudent thing to do.

Dr Jen Frahm
is a global expert on organisational change
and transformation and an executive coach.
Jen is a tamer of ambiguity, speaker of truths
and solver of problems. A sought-after speaker
she is known for being at the frontier of business agility. She is also the co-founder of The
Agile Change Leadership Institute and author
of Change. Leader – The changes you need to
make, and Conversations of Change: A guide
to workplace change, and co-author of the
Agile Change Playbook.
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A+B=

Jillian Reilly

We come with a fix.

Charts

Bound up

Tables

Dot connected.

Did someone say Gannt?

Tricks.

Data and dates

Paper to

You’ll never hear me say

Cover

I can’t!

Client
Cracks
Predict,
Slide deck

Control.

Sorcery.

Rescue your team

Boardroom

from its burned-out hole.

Of-coursery
A+B=
(Expert?
Tease!)

Can’t you see?
Humans don’t behave in tidy sums.
But anything less than C makes you feel
Dumb?
(Uncertainty
Is not an expensive trait.)
I don’t know
Is how we grow.
Instead it’s
a game
of show
and. Tell.
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Clever facilitation
Nobody likes shouting
(Emotions
Slow down forward motion)
It’s all just learning
But you’re not the teacher.
Did you really think you could teach
Her?
Tell me
Show me
How to recover
the power lost
through hierarchical permafrost.
This organizational climate
needs to change!
Discovery?
Recovery!
Lessons
Lesions.
Healing?
Yes!

What if your value lay not in prescriptions
and results?
But in
the quickening pulse
that comes with creating another way.
The possibility for connecting
in each new day
that we show up to each other
As the faulty
fearful
fantastic
Explorers
We
Are

Feeling?
Not too much.
(Beware
Unkempt Contempt)
Careers spent performing.
Brainstorming
How to-ing.
What about-ing

Jillian Reilly
is the founder of The Explorer’s Way
(www.theexplorersway.co). She is a
facilitator, consultant, coach, and author.
For over twenty-five years, Jillian has
worked globally – across Africa, Asia, and
Europe – enabling deep social, personal,
and corporate change. Having consulted
to hundreds of individuals organizations,
working under shady trees and in air-conditioned boardrooms, Jillian’s gained
hard-won wisdom about how we learn
best: experientially, when we’re engaged
cognitively, emotionally, and physically.

Why Do
We Work
the Way
We Do ?
Let’s Reimagine
and Experiment!
Mun-Wai Chung

C

ompanies around the world have
been contemplating whether they
should bring workers back into
the office, allow them to work remotely
indefinitely, or try a hybrid approach.
The easiest option is to return to what
we’re used to and familiar with. However, I believe we are at a unique juncture, a moment in history where we can
reassess why we work the way we do, and
reimagine what the future of work can
look like.
In the previous millennium, after
the Industrial Revolution, factories were
the primary theatre of work. To manage
work, people formalized certain systems, structures, and practices. Today,
I’d like to examine and break down three
primary practices:
1.

When: 9-5

2.

Where: Factory/Office/“Headquarters”

3.

How: Meetings as the best way
to collaborate

Let’s discuss each of these practices
separately.
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1. “When”
Our work days are organized around a
9-5 schedule. But we’re not working in
factories anymore, so why are we hanging on to the 9-5 as the only window in
which work can be done? During the
pandemic, we all realized that remote
work doesn’t have concrete signals to
start or end our work day. We now have
more flexibility in how we use our time
to balance our work and personal lives.
And despite the fears of many CEOs,
many organizations saw no demonstrable loss of productivity.
So, what if organizations think beyond the 9-5 and trust teams of workers
to set their own schedules based on their
circumstances in a way that keeps them
healthy, sane, and productive?
2. “Where”
The term “remote” implies that you
are away from the place where work is
usually done. Just from the language, it’s
apparent that the office is still viewed as
the “headquarters” for work. While this
was necessary in the last millennium,
when home internet and laptops didn’t
exist until the final moments of the 90s,
we are long past needing to prove that
work can be done outside an office.
So, what if organizations think
beyond the office and trust the teams of
workers to decide where work happens?
It can be in the office, some co-working
space that is closer to their homes, or
anywhere else that is most productive
for them.
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3. “How”
There is a long-held assumption
that meetings are the best way for us to
collaborate. This culture of meetings was
established in the 1950s, when memos
were passed from one secretary to the
next. Today, there are more efficient
ways to collaborate outside meetings,
thanks to the emergence of technologies
such as email, instant messaging, shared
drives, etc.
So, what if we were to work asynchronously by default, and set limits
on time spent together during a day, or
even a week?

out. I set up an online whiteboard for the
team. On it, I started with a fun check-in,
then proceeded with our Kanban board,
so they could move items when they
were finished. Below the Kanban board,
I asked three questions: Which item on
the Kanban board did you end up doing
yesterday? Which item are you going to
work on today? And what do you need
from the team? I had specific instructions for the last question:
1.

Be specific on the request, identify when you need it by, and
who you need it from.

2.

Only these four answers were
acceptable: Yes, No, Huh, Whatever. When the requester sees
any answers other than “Yes”,
they should contact that person
directly to understand why. People who answer anything other
than “Yes” were also encouraged
to reach out to the requester to
explain their answer. This way,
we take the “discussion” out of
the board, and encourage people to talk one-on-one, synchronously or asynchronously.

In other words, what we should ask
ourselves is: If the 9-5 had never been
invented; if “office” were a foreign term;
if the concept of a meeting sounded like
gibberish-in short, if today were day one
of the history of work-how would you
design how you work?
Got any ideas? Let me give you a
hint: Use a human-centric approach to
design work instead of an office-centric
approach, through testing, learning, and
experimentation.
My first example of how this could
work in practice addresses the “How”. In
particular, it challenges the Sacred Cow
of the Daily Scrum.
A sad fact of working throughout
the pandemic is that many organizations
have simply replicated what we were
previously doing in person to the online
world. So, we still schedule meetings
just like when we were working in the
office wishing everyone would turn on
their cameras so we can “see” each other.
People in different time-zones stay
up late or get up early to attend video
conferences. These synchronous virtual
meetings are cognitively draining, hence
the term “Zoom Fatigue”.
I wanted to cut down on the number
of synchronous meetings, so I proposed
we make the daily stand-up asynchronous. Everyone thought it was a crazy
idea, but I convinced the team to try it

The team collectively decided that
they would go to the board first thing in
the morning before they started their
work (whenever their morning happened to be). This kept everyone on
the same cadence. And it was a success!
Because of the time differences, we had
a rolling update. Some teammates’ “first
thing in the morning” were just a couple
hours before someone else’s “last thing
in the evening”. Since the first thing on
the board was check-in, they saw their
teammate’s weather check-in (sunny,
rainy, stormy, etc.) and reached out to
specific teammates to ask after them.
This helped build team spirit which I
didn’t expect. The daily stand-up went
from a fixed time every day to around
the clock because people were in different time-zones. We also realized that we
needed to learn remote facilitation skills
in order to do remote work more effectively. I borrowed the Liberating Structure “What I need from you” to form the
last question, “what do you need from
the team?”
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We’ve made some modifications
since my first proposal, e.g. we changed
the check-in from time to time, to keep
it fresh—now, we check-in using the
Seven Dwarfs from Snow White. We also
decided that we will meet synchronously every other week as a team. Those
meetings are working sessions, and the
team works out a prioritized list of what
should go into the working sessions, e.g.
brainstorming sessions.
In summary, we’ve decided that we
will work asynchronously by default,
and only meet synchronously when
absolutely necessary (by our own evaluation). We constantly challenge ourselves
to achieve our goals asynchronously and
up-skill ourselves in order to work more
effectively in this new environment.
The above example also touched
on the “When”, by allowing workers to
set their own schedules in a way that
maximizes both productivity and health.
Even though the daily stand-up wasn’t
between 9-5 for all teammates because
of the time differences, we ran it at a
fixed time every day for everyone. By
changing how the meeting was run
(from synchronous to asynchronous),
the “When” was changed as well (from a
fixed time every day to “first thing in the
morning”/around the clock).
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My second example addresses the
“Where”, and provides an example of how
to initiate change, even if senior management is stuck in the old ways of working.
I consulted with a company where the
CEO wanted workers back in the office.
His reasons:
1) The company is paying for the
office spaces and can’t get out of the
lease, and,
2) He likes seeing employees working
in the building.
We spoke to the teams and found they
all preferred remote work. They considered the daily commute stressful and
wasteful, and believed they could do their
jobs just as well from home, while retaining more time for their families. The two
sides were at an impasse.

I dug a little deeper and found out
that there were actually times when the
team thought it would be more efficient
to be together: for example, brainstorming in person to solve hard problems. So,
I proposed two things:
1.

The team only goes into the
office when they feel they need
in-person time.

2.

When they go into the office,
they go to the floor where the
CEO sits.

My assumption was:
1.

2.

Since there are many teams,
each team would want different
in-person times, so there will be
people in the office most of the
day.

1.

As we began by only converting one section of the floor, the
lack of redesigned workspaces
caused conflicts when different
teams showed up simultaneously. As an interim solution,
we implemented a reservation
system until we could redesign
the entire office.

2.

The teams discovered they
enjoyed socializing in-person
with their colleagues, and began
using the group work spaces
for catching up as well as problem-solving. However, this
meant that they had to more
carefully plan how to use their
time.

3.

The CEO remained a firm believer in cubicles and offices, but
was happy to see the office space
was being used. He’s tolerating
how the teams are working at
this point.

If the teams only work on the
floor where the CEO sits (unless
that floor is full), then the CEO
would see people and be somewhat satisfied.

The team liked my proposal, but
raised an issue: Not everyone sat on the
same floor as the CEO. So, I amended
my proposal:
1.

Do not assign seats for employees in the offices because offices
are no longer places for routine
work.

2.

Replace individual offices and
cubicles with informal spaces
for small and large working
groups.

3.

These experiments worked well, but
we discovered a few things:

Replace fixed tables and office
chairs with soft, comfortable
furniture because we tend to
have different conversations
when sitting in non-office furniture.

4.

Get rolling whiteboards and
moveable furniture so teams can
change the workspace dynamically based on their needs.

5.

Keep food and drink readily at
hand so the office can be where
serious and playful activities
occur.

These experiments are still ongoing
and evolving. For example, when Omicron began running rampant, we suggested to the teams that we all temporarily return to remote work. The team
made a counterproposal, requesting they
be allowed to shift the moveable furniture and rolling whiteboards out to the
parking lot so they could work outside,
socially distanced. We shall see how that
pans out.
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In summary: We recommend that
solutions should not be designed at the
top then be rolled out to the rest of the
organization. Instead, let workers collaborate to find their own solutions. Second,
start small before going big. We work with
our teams to hypothesize solutions, then
pilot, trial, and iterate. If the trial works,
we expand the pilot. As leaders, we give
the teams our intent and guidance when
needed, and trust the teams to decide on
what benefits them and their future of
work. In doing so, this increases the teams’
overall engagement. They realize they can
propose ideas as well, and they follow the
same framework: They let us know their
intent, then their hypothesis/solution, and
ask if we have any additional helpful information. Then they try it out.
By using a human-centric approach
to design work (when, where, how), we
can examine the work practices that give
us grief, evaluate if the goals for those
practices are still valid, and design experiments to change those practices while still
achieving our goals. Sometimes we need to
dig deep to figure out the actual goals. And
sometimes, the goals are no longer valid
and need to be changed.

So, let me ask you again: If today
were day one of the history of work, how
would you design how you work? And
how would you go about implementing
those designs? This is a time for experimentation. Make it fun!

Mun-Wai Chung
a business agility consultant and executive coach, specializes in creating and
maintaining innovative organizations.
Her clients learn from and appreciate her
pragmatic and human-centric systems approach. She has over 20 years of corporate
and agile experience, started in Engineering and ended with her last corporate title
as Chief of Staff. She works in organizations around the world, from startups to
large enterprises, across various industries.
You can find more information on her website: https://munwaic.com
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Pandemic Lessons for
Business Resilience
and Regeneration
Linda Y. Brewer

B

eginning in March of 2020, T-3
Strategies studied the impacts of
the Covid-19 pandemic, interviewing over 40 business leaders who were
propelled into addressing the crisis.
These leaders shared the lessons learned
through their roles in crisis management, ranging from the mundane to
the exquisitely unique. This provided
us with a unique perspective: Were
their businesses as resilient as they had
believed? Were they prepared to sustain
and regenerate their businesses moving
forward?
This experience of leadership
during a pandemic allowed businesses
the chance to more clearly examine and
contrast the art of change management
in times of crisis as compared to times
of stability. While many of the lessons
learned were specific to the crisis, there
were also lessons that have the potential
to advance change management during
more stable times, better informing our
future approach to change management.
The crisis allowed us to clearly see
the degree to which we are currently—
the resilient and regenerative businesses
we intend to be. Among the changes
observed were:
•
•
•

Shifting demands of boardroom
and executive suite leadership;
Emerging requirements for
employee relationships and
functions; and
Changing opportunities for
community and supplier relationships.

Overall, our study strongly suggests
that businesses as a whole are headed
toward a bifurcation of how they operate and how they manage change. Some
organizations have truly demonstrated
becoming resilient and regenerative
throughout the Covid-19 crisis, while
others are struggling to survive.

CRISIS MANAGEMENT AND
CHANGE MANAGEMENT
SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES
Similarities
During our study, we found that the similarities between crisis management and
change management involved leadership, decision-making, and communication.
Leadership – In times of both crisis and
non-crisis management, leadership must
be seen as in control of both the narrative and the action. Leadership, from the
Board of Directors, the Executive Team,
and through management and supervisory roles, is critical for reassurance
during times of change. Leaders must
be directly involved in change efforts to
have any hope of success. Those in leadership must clearly articulate the business’ greater purpose, as well as a clear
case for action, a crisp vision, a specific
goal, and a well-defined process. In addition, they must provide true opportunities for employee involvement. Leaders
who are only visitors to the change effort
have already set the stage for failure.
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Decision-Making – Whether during a
crisis or a scheduled change management effort, the ability of leadership to
make decisions with clarity, speed, and
supportive rationale is crucial. Those decisions and their reasoning must also be
shared with the right audiences, the entire business, and its stakeholders within
the appropriate time frame. There also
must be deference to technical and
non-technical expertise in the decision-making processes, and any change
blockers must be addressed and moved
from their entrenched positions.
Communications – Communications,
whether during times of crisis or stability, remains one of the most critical
levers of change. Communications must
be updated frequently, speedily, accurately, and consistently to multiple levels
and in multiple formats; and must be
clearly and unfailingly sourced from a
singular, credible point of leadership.
All stakeholders must be addressed and
their concerns represented in communications that are specifically tailored to
tackle such concerns.

Urgency – The pandemic appeared
without warning and, unlike other global crises, lacked any clarity, direction, or
timeline. It emerged as an ambiguous
“maybe-problem” with uncertain, potential impacts or calls for action. The surprise nature of the pandemic is consistent
with the characteristics unique to crisis
management, all deeply connected to the
high degree of urgency:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

The criticality of speed in decision-making;
An intolerance for deep engagement or consensus building;
A rapid fit-to-role assessment and
team member change-out;
Quick-paced decision-making
based on the best available information;
Revisits to decision-making when
new information surfaces;
Consistent decision leaders on
revisions to critical decisions (for
example, the use of a ‘mask czar’
who made all mask-related decisions); and
Rapid, quick-fire communication
on a daily, if not hourly, frequency.

Trust – Crisis management immediately
demands trust of its stakeholders, while
in change management there is a greater
tolerance for lower levels of trust. This
underscores the need for businesses to
have created a critical baseline of trust. It
also begs the question of change managers
and leaders: How do you create a baseline
of trust within your organization?

Differences
The major difference between crisis
management and change management
in times of stability centers around the
level of urgency. While many change
management efforts are scheduled over
extended periods (months, if not years),
crisis management has a clear immediacy. Two key characteristics stand out in a
crisis management context: urgency and
trust.
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Trust is a strong characteristic found
in businesses with the highest levels of
resiliency. One expression of trust is the
level of psychological safety found within the business; another is the degree to
which diversity, equity, and inclusion
(DE&I) is pervasive within the business;
and a third is the perceived fairness of the
HR processes.
While a strong history of transparency and consistency between words and
actions goes a long way toward building
trust, the process requires time. It is clear
that a baseline of trust will support change
management efforts and act as a substantial asset for the business by benefiting
leadership, employees and their retention,
and the business, overall.
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THE TRANSFORMATIONAL
CHANGES REQUIRED FOR A RESILIENT AND REGENERATIVE FUTURE
Boardroom and Executive Leadership
Clarity has emerged on the strategic
approach necessary in a regenerative
business. This approach requires leadership to:
•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

Know that direction is central
to change, demanding of themselves a clarity of purpose around
which to align;
Appreciate that responding to
the unexpected includes constant alignment on direction and
decisions;
Acknowledge the depth of financial impacts that will be felt as a
result of this and other crises;
Put in place options for addressing impending crises such as
ESG, Climate Change, and the
Energy Transition;
Understand the emerging capabilities required to regenerate
their business;
Recognize the criticality of investment in the ability to address
unforeseen challenges and possibilities in an agile manner;
Appreciate the opportunity for
positive crisis outcomes such as
new revenue channels; and
Act on the increasing need for
diversity, reflecting the customers
and communities within which
they operate.

Furthermore, the “fiduciary responsibility” requirements of the Board is
receiving new scrutiny as governmental
entities demand that businesses calculate
the financial impacts of ESG, Climate
Change, and the Energy Transition.
Employee Relationships and Functions
Expectations of employees toward their
employers have significantly shifted since
early 2020, with psychological safety
becoming a top priority. Psychological
safety is the ability to speak up, state your
views, and feel safe while doing so,

without fear of reprisals. While setting
up an environment for psychological
safety is no simple task, the requirement
in the context of significant/traumatic
change has never been clearer.
The Covid-19 crisis outlined the
criticality of new capabilities by role and
function. New roles emphasized in the
crisis include:
•

•
•

Expert leaders working intimately with the CEO/decision-makers for fast decision-making;
Horizontal managers or renaissance managers, who manage
across business functions; and
The citizen engineer, a hybrid
role that represents both engineering and sustainability.

Change managers must be on the
lookout for emerging roles, which can
express themselves subtly and may
evolve naturally in support of business
resilience.
Certain vulnerabilities, that were
revealed in some business functions over
the crisis time frame, offer opportunities
for improvement in times of stability.
Functions that have the potential to become more strategic include:
•

•

•

Health, Safety, and Environment re-realized as a strategic
differentiator in connection to
ESG;
Risk Management, including
ESG risks and opportunities,
integrated financially and functionally across the business; and
HR Management, retooled
to support fast movement of
people and capabilities, benefiting leadership and operations
during a crisis.

Redesigning and building critical resilience into these functions requires understanding of both crisis management
and change management. It also means
building the flexibility for continuing
high-value change efforts regardless of
crises.
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Community and Supplier
Relationships
Finally, the crisis revealed the significance to which the health of the local
community and local businesses are
deeply intertwined. Employees became even more dependent on their
surrounding community as remote
working, school shutdowns, and employee isolation became a daily reality.
The Covid-19 crisis highlighted
the value of local rather than remote
affiliations, the shared challenges faced
by communities and businesses, and
the value of the right relationships.
Long-distance supplier and supply
chain relationships were also exposed
by the crisis and were pushed past
the breaking point. New or previously
underutilized local partnerships, particularly in the area of logistics or local
ground movement of goods, emerged
with astonishing speed. Crisis management again offers the opportunity
for change management efforts to shift
toward greater inclusion of community and supply partners.
In conclusion, it is critical that
businesses remain diligent in developing their ability to be resilient and
regenerate into the future, whether during a crisis or during regular
change efforts.
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There is an emerging critical lever for
business survival: That of the physical
environment and its interactions with
our business. If you and your business
don’t seize this lever, your competitors
will grab it first, discover what opportunities exist within it, and capitalize on
those opportunities for the improvement of their business and its positive
impacts on the world.
The pandemic has given us a wakeup call. We can choose to respond to it
or put our heads back under the covers.
But one thing is certain: If we don’t
choose our future, the next crisis will
inevitably choose it for us.

Linda Y. Brewer
is an executive, leader, and management
advisor with over 25 years of experience in introducing, customizing, and
integrating emerging business practices
including sustainability and safety into
large complex groups of stakeholders.
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Change
Everything!
Evan Leybourn

I

’ve enjoyed many arguments over the
last decade regarding the various pros
and cons of top-down vs bottom-up.
Honestly, it doesn’t matter what’s going
top-down or bottom-up: transformation,
communication, strategy, etc. I posit that
this is, in fact, a false dichotomy.
Let’s start by exploring the concept
of top-down.
The basic premise of top-down is
that the will of business leadership exerts
an undeniable influence on those below.
In other words, the organization will
follow a change if the leadership buys
into it. In this scenario, those instigating
organizational change want to use its
leaders as a catalyst for the rest of the organization to follow. In many ways, this
is a seductively simple approach. Change
ten people and you change everyone.
Of course, if you fail to change the top
leader (or the top leader quits) the whole
house of cards crumbles.
Ask yourself: Is this true change?
What happens when the leaders resign?
Do they provide effective support as the
rest of the organization transforms? Are
they willing to invest the time it takes for
the change to become self-sustaining?
Now let’s look at the alternative:
bottom-up.
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The premise of bottom-up is that a
critical mass/groundswell of change is
more democratic and thus more likely
to be sustainable than top-down. The organization will (we hope) follow a change
if the teams take it upon themselves to
instigate it. In this scenario, those who
are trying to influence an organization
to change want to use its teams as a catalyst to change processes, systems, measurements, and structure. While harder
to execute, this approach does have the
advantage of putting the individual’s
decision at the heart of the change (a key
principle to business agility). But it relies
on a viral effect to be successful. Other
teams must see the change and adopt it
over their existing practices, processes,
and values, or the initiative will stumble.
Again, ask yourself: Is it true change?
Can the teams have an impact on business strategy or governance processes?
Do the teams have enough information
to make those decisions? Is there a glass
ceiling to the change? Are the organization’s measures and KPIs supportive
of such a change (or are people willing
to risk their bonuses on the inevitable
short-term productivity loss)? Can management override teams’ autonomy and
demand things return to the status quo?
So why is this a false dichotomy?
I propose that it’s the wrong metaphor entirely.
Imagine a cup of tea. You don’t add
tea leaves to the top or bottom of a glass
and expect to make tea. Tea infuses. Tea
saturates. Tea brews. With only a small
amount of heat, motion, and time, the
tea leaves spread and change every drop
of water into tea.
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The same is true of organizational
transformation. Those small pockets
of influence need to be everywhere:
Stirring things up, moving about, and
influencing without imposing. Someone in HR, a team in technology…
maybe even the CFO. They can all act
as change agents working across the
organization, loosely coupled in action
but tightly aligned in purpose.
Tea also highlights the nature of
change. There’s no moment when water
becomes tea. At the beginning it is obviously water. And there comes a time
where it is obviously tea. But in between those moments it is in constant
change, movement, and transition.

Evan Leybourn
is the Founder and CEO of the Business Agility Institute; an international
membership body to both champion and
support the next-generation of organizations. Companies that are agile, innovative and dynamic - perfectly designed to
thrive in today’s unpredictable markets.

So, stop arguing that change should
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change everything.
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A Case for
Continuity
Why celebrating continuity
is so critical in leading change.

Pete Behrens

T

he world is changing at a dizzying pace. Geopolitical division,
social backlash, economic disruption, climate change, and a technology explosion amid a global pandemic,
have combined to destabilize the entire
business ecosystem. That much is
obvious. What is not as obvious is what
leaders in organizations should do in
order to not merely stumble their way
through, but also to leverage and build
upon these changes.
It feels as if every leadership
article and book I read today propels
change—navigating change, leveraging
change, leading change, coping with
change, and more. The message leaders hear is to keep pace with change or
fall behind. It’s survival of the fastest
and fittest.
But what about the consequence
of change? I present to you a case for
continuity—to stand up for the status
quo. I hope to help leaders understand
their role in celebrating continuity.

MY NAME IS PETE BEHRENS.
I AM A CHANGE-AHOLIC.
My entire life has been built on changing
for “better”. My mother recently reminded me that, as a child, I used to gather
all the neighborhood kids so we could
play “better” games. In college, I organized a cycling club because one didn’t
already exist. I even married “better”, as
my partner of 30+ years has spent her
life advocating for human rights across
a spectrum of disadvantaged communities.
My career as a leadership and organizational coach is built upon a mountain of change. As a trained engineer, I
am biased towards seeing what is wrong
and what needs to be changed. This skill
has helped me build better products
and improved processes throughout my
career. Today, it helps me build better
leaders and organizations. Yes, I am a
change-aholic.
My partner sometimes calls my gift
a curse. She often asks me, “Can we simply enjoy the moment?” Ouch! That strikes
straight at my superpower . I must
admit, I’m addicted to change and am
working to address my addiction.
My Name is Pete Behrens.
I am a change-aholic.
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A CHANGE ADDICTED WORLD
I won’t assume you have a similar
change addiction. However, I do know
that the business media and consulting
world is addicted to change and is pushing leaders toward the same. I also know
many of my agile-focused colleagues
share this affliction. We’re all selling
some form of “better”.
It’s not only the business world feeling the effect of incessant change messaging. Lose weight! Get fit! Eat better! Get
rich! Get more views! Sell more! Get promoted! Sound familiar? Our traditional and
social media feeds are inundated with
messages of “better”. Change is the wind
in the sails (and sales) of an entire global
ecosystem.
Whether you’re a change-aholic like
me, or are simply inundated with change
messages, you’ve probably already recognized that change has an outmatched
budget and overwhelming fan base. This
is a problem.

CHANGE ∞ CONTINUITY
Change does not exist in isolation. It
functions in the context of stability and
continuity—continuing the current state.
When we talk about change, we typically
isolate and focus on a single change in
order to narrow and clarify our message. However, what is often overlooked
in this message is everything that is not
changing. So while a change focus often
represents only a small percentage of an
entire system, people hearing a change
message tend to assume that change
carries a bigger weight than it should
because it receives the full focus of the
discussion.
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RESISTORS OF CHANGE OR
CELEBRATORS OF CONTINUITY?

Consider a recent personal conversation I had with my partner, where
I pitched moving out of our home of
20+ years. She was aghast! “How could
we leave this beautiful place with a beautiful recently redesigned kitchen and patio
we love, close to beautiful friends we adore?
Our two children grew up here. It is not
only our house, it is our home.” She was
obviously surprised and threatened by
my change suggestion, and expressed a
myriad of concerns that were not in my
change proposal. I was not suggesting
leaving our town or our friends. I was
not suggesting living in another house
we wouldn’t come to love and enjoy. I
was merely suggesting that this home,
in which we raised our boys, was now
too big for the two of us and no longer served our needs. I wanted to find
a house within our community more
aligned with our lives and to enable another young family to discover joy within this house and make it their home.
This simple personal exchange
exemplifies what happens every day in
every organization. Someone suggesting a change isolates a specific change
message. Others hearing the change
message encapsulate that change in a
much broader context, increasing the
perceived magnitude of the change.
Recognizing that change and continuity
are two intertwined sides of the same
coin can help us better evaluate change
and prepare our change messages. In
my case, I failed to acknowledge the
many positive characteristics of our
home and focused only on the need
for change. Had I presented a more
balanced message, our exchange would
have been more constructive.
As you can see, I am not suggesting
we change-aholics switch teams from
change to continuity. Rather, I am suggesting that change and continuity are
not two different teams at all. We simply
need a better balance. We need a case
for continuity!
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In my personal example above, notice
the perspective of my life-long partner.
Even with trust and respect for me, she
was still defensively triggered when I
provoked a message of change. She is not
unique in this respect. Each of us has a
neurothreat trigger to change, especially
change requests coming from others.
According to David Rock, founder of the
NeuroLeadership Institute and author of
Your Brain at Work, proposing change on
others trips multiple threat triggers of
status (our identity), certainty (our clarity), autonomy (our freedom), relatedness
(our connectedness), and fairness (our
balance), which he simplifies as SCARF.
Egos are fragile, and vulnerable to
minor slights. My partner’s brain was
simply protecting against uncertainty
and a loss of continuity. No human is
immune to this reaction, but we can control the degree to which we’re aware of
it, which helps us respond appropriately.
Thus, we cannot change how others will
react to change. We can only change how
we present it to others (shared above)
and how we perceive others’ reactions to
our change requests (keep reading).
Our perceptions of others’ reactions
to our change suggestions have an even
more profound impact on our relationships. From one perspective, my partner
saying “No!” to my proposal of moving
into a new house makes her a resistor
to change. This is a defensive posture
toward a new future and pits her against
me. However, if I shift my perspective,
she is also saying “Yes!” to what she loves
about our current house. This is a positive posture toward continuity. I likely
share many of these same feelings and
should see her as an ally.
When we shift our perspectives of
others from resistors of change to celebrators of continuity, it opens us up to
new relationship paradigms. We honor
them (Status), share a clearer overall
message (Certainty), welcome their ideas
(Autonomy), connect to them (Relatedness), and are more balanced (Fairness).
SCARF can be both a threat and a reward. Choosing to reward celebrators of
continuity will attract friends and advocates for the change we seek.
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TURNING RESISTORS INTO
ENLISTERS
On a recent episode of my (Re)Learning Leadership Podcast, The Paradox
of Change, my two expert guests—Jake
Jacobs and Susan Schmitt Winchester—
explored the challenges of change
and opportunities for leaders to better
leverage change. In the episode, Susan shared a story of how a key union
leader was pushing back on a significant
plant change which included a loss of
jobs. However, given an opportunity to
engage in the planning and change discussion, he was able to offer a suggestion
which helped drive the change forward
in partnership versus fighting as adversaries. This engagement and participation influenced the leader to shift his
position from that of a potential change
resistor into an active change enlister,
who then helped others understand the
need for the change and the opportunities it would provide.
In my personal story, by listening to
and empathizing with my partner’s perspectives, we were able to celebrate what
we loved about our home and dream
about what we could find in a new home.
Through this process, not only did she
join me in the change, but became the
primary driver of our search and selection of the new, beautiful home we are
about to move into. My superpower is
visualization, her superpower is actualization. Without her, this change train
would have never left the station.

Imagine a rock thrown into a calm
pond. The rock represents change. The
pond, an organization. The ripples
caused by the rock represent the impact
of that change. With a single rock in a
calm pond, it is easy to see and manage
the impact. However, as more rocks hit
the pond, waves crash into each other,
increasing the uncertainty and complexity of all changes. That is the reality
within most organizations today: change
confusion and fatigue.
Jana and I found our next dream
home! However, between buying, selling, and moving, we experienced two of
the biggest changes of our lifetime—my
mother chose to end her six-month fight
with leukemia and our neighborhood
near Boulder, Colorado was devastated
by a catastrophic fire (see Marshall Fire).
While my mother was in hospice, the
fire came literally to the doorstep of our
house, destroying hundreds of homes
in its path. As I write this article, I sit in a
hotel room, having been evacuated from
my home following my mother’s passing. Change inundated us. What is getting us through this chaos is a focus on
continuity: We have our health, we have
a safe place to live temporarily, we have
a community with an outpouring of support for both the loss of my mother and
the destruction of our neighborhood.
We cannot control change. We can
only control our messaging of change,
our perspectives of others’ reactions
to change, and our focus on celebrating continuity that enables us to work
through change.

CHANGE CONFUSION AND FATIGUE
Change rarely—if ever—occurs in
isolation. While organizations are
managing the impacts of one change,
another arises, then another, and so on.
Some of these changes are self-inflicted
(e.g. when changing a process or tool).
Other changes are inflicted from the
outside (e.g. a new competitor, weather
incidents, economic swings, or, indeed,
a pandemic!). Change comes in waves
and storms, making it difficult to see the
impacts of a single change. And change
is never “done”.
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CHANGING WITH CONTINUITY
Celebrating continuity is not a call to
stop change, but a call to better balance
change with it. It is a way for leaders—or,
indeed, any of us—to improve our effectiveness in leading change by connecting
to, engaging, and empowering others
through the change process.
Steps for Changing with Continuity:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Balancing messages of change
with messages of continuity,
Reframing resistance to change
as celebrators of the status quo,
Engaging a diversity of change
perspectives and solutions
through it, and
Celebrating continuity regularly
to recognize what grounds us
and enables change.

Effective leadership finds paths forward (change) through the forests of the
present (continuity). Leaders who craft
an offensive change message, prepared
for defensive resistance, should expect
a fight. Leaders who engage others
through a balanced discussion, where
people are grounded in what is working
and are able to share differing perspectives of potential change, have a chance
to discover what needs changing and
enlist new change agents to join them in
working toward a better future.
Wherever you are reading this article, stop. Close your eyes. Take two deep
breaths. What do you appreciate about
this moment? As I write this article, I am
looking out the window at a beautiful
blue sky and a brightly shining sun. I
have a warm cup of coffee at my side on
a cold, brisk day. I have a comfortable
couch and peaceful music playing in
the background. I am celebrating my
continuity which grounds and prepares
me for change—both self-inflicted and
external.
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I often say leaders are emotional
amplifiers. Leaders who are defensively
SCARF’d by change amplify their negativity across the organization. Leaders
who remain grounded in continuity
and present clear, concise, and balanced
messages will amplify their positivity
across the organization. Leaders have a
direct impact on the size of the rock and
the resulting magnitude of the waves
rolling through their organizations.
Celebrating continuity is not only for
others, it starts with us!
ACTION REFLECTIONS:
•

Identify your bias on the “change ∞
continuity” continuum.

•

Take stock in your own continuity.
Identify what you personally can
hold onto and celebrate today.

•

Engage in a diversity of perspectives
of an ongoing change in your organization or life.

•

Identify someone in your organization as a celebrator of the status quo.

•

Recognize what is working today in
your organization. Have a party to
celebrate it!

Pete Behrens
is a leadership coach and the founder of the
Agile Leadership Journey, an organization,
curriculum, and community devoted to improving leaders and their organizations. As an
engineer by profession, Pete now guides leaders
and organizations to be more focused, responsive and resilient to change. Pete is the creator
and host of the (Re)Learning Leadership podcast. Along with expert guides and his guests,
Pete explores leadership challenges, discussing paths for new awareness and growth for
leaders to improve their leadership in highly
complex and rapidly changing environments.
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What’s missing
in this edition?

Food
for
Thought

Dr Jen Frahm

W

ell, hello again, and welcome
back! How did you find the articles? I hope they were energising, inspiring, and instructive. I thought
in closing it might be useful to look at
what was not in this edition. What were
the themes that did not emerge and, possibly should have, in an edition focused
on how we might change the way we initiate, lead, deliver, and receive change?
The obvious omission for me was
technology. I found that really intriguing. While much of the change we do
focuses on new technology—digital
transformations, the domination of SAAS
based platforms and services, the shift of
careers to cloud based roles, etc.— there
was no consideration of how the latest
technology might enable us to do change
differently.
One of the ideas I would encourage
you to consider and play with is: “What
role does blockchain technology have
in how we do change?” The essence of
blockchain is a ledger of trust. While it
may have emerged in the context of Bitcoin, the industry adoption of blockchain
has shown its value in offering proof in
the place of trusted institutions. We have
read several times from authors in this
edition that trust is central to how we
do change. Might there be a blockchain
application that enters the change delivery space, replacing the human building
of trust?
Robotic Process Automation (RPA)
is an increasingly common domain to be
working in change. Despite the prevalence of the work, there has been little curiosity about how we could use machine
learning and artificial intelligence to
pre-empt responses to change, and provide insights on how we might approach
change. This could be integrated into the
ideation of change (to understand

probabilities of success), to the leading
of change (to provide insights on which
messages work best), and to the delivery
of change (to understand which teams to
commence the roll out of change with).
Where are the conversations on how we
use big data—in a socially responsible
way—to change? Where are the conversations on how we might integrate biometrics into our dashboards to understand
how people are receiving change?
The issue of social responsibility is a
big one—we know that there are huge issues with the ethics of machine learning,
artificial intelligence, and the detrimental
impacts of bias in coding.
I think this signals another significant
omission in this edition—the change in
the roles that will be involved in the future of change. There are clues, of course!
Building on the technology focus,
you could imagine that along with the
risk committees we currently work with
in change, there might be ethics committees. Just because you can, does not mean
you should, and in mining big data and
integrating with change dashboards there
will be ethical decisions to make about
inclusion and the consequences of that
visibility of data.
The extension of Patel’s article is: “If
people are coming into the workforce
already change-ready—as they have been
educated in school—you can expect a
decrease in change management practitioners.”
Note that Patel used the metaphor of
how the fire profession in the UK reduced
callouts with additional prevention. Over
the same time, the numbers of FTE
firefighters also reduced. We can expect
a shift in “on the ground” change practitioners and perhaps an emerging role
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as change mentors. Given most change
practitioners’ propensity to act as saviours, this will need a new skill set. Brewer alerts us to the increased importance
of subject matter expertise, connectors
in the organization, and the new role of
citizen engineer.
I’m also curious about the extent to
which we have not explored our relationship with time in this edition. We have
taken for granted that the benefits of agility are increased time to market. Faster.
Faster. Faster! And while we talk about
increasing personal resilience and change
capability, we are remarkably reluctant to talk about the role of the change
practitioner as a “time lord.” There are
demonstrable and obvious limits to
people’s capacity to undertake change. Is
it time for the change practitioner—who
already has ready access to the pulse of
the people and often the personal qualities of courage—to move into the role of
stability agent? Their role is to say “Stop.”
Behrens’s article looks at the role of
continuity in the flex of change, but it still
functions to move change forward.
“Stop” stabilizes and changes the
temporal conditions of how we both perceive and measure time. We have a really
linear relationship with time. There’s
a neat thread to Patel’s article in that
Benjamin Lee Whorf, while famous for
his linguistic relativity theories, was also a
fire prevention engineer. If this is sounding too abstract, let me get back to the
point. He observed that speakers of the
English language tend to speak of time as
“motion on a space” and see time units as
“standing in a row”, not dissimilar to how
we present time and change in Agility.
Sprints are a time bound unit of measurement, Epics, consisting of a predetermined number of Sprints. PI planning
is represented with a series of time units
standing in a row. There are communities and cultures that have a completely
different relationship with time, and I’m
curious to understand how a different
relationship to time might change how
we do change.
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The area that was underexplored the
most was: “How do we change the way we
receive change?” I would argue that most
of our change efforts in the past have
contributed to a sense of learned helplessness. At the risk of sounding heretical,
all the work we do on change impacts
analysis and change readiness interventions and the language of how we can
support people in change can lead to disempowering the people we wish to protect. It is normal to feel uncomfortable in
change, that is how we grow and change.
Until change practitioners step back a
little to normalize discomfort in change
and validate that it does feel awkward,
you may not see great change in how we
(employees) receive it. While I shared
that collective trauma is something to
consider, there is also evidence that post
traumatic growth is a real option in how
people receive change. I’m certainly not
suggesting we manufacture the conditions to encourage it, but be open to the
consideration that people can be stronger
than we anticipate.
These are some of the areas I think
would be prudent to consider in extending the frontiers of how we initiate, lead,
deliver, and receive change. No doubt
you will have picked up your own omissions and I hope that there is opportunity for you to explore these in weeks to
come.
A heartfelt thank you to all the
authors who have contributed to this
edition, some of whom have shared their
thoughts for the very first time. The next
edition’s theme is Rethinking the Workplace
and I hope, if you have some thoughts
you would like to share on that topic, you
can reach out to the editorial team and
let them know!
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